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ABSTRACT

A New P ersp ect ive on Class ifica tion

by

Guohua Zhao , Doctor of Phi losophy
Utah State University, 2000

Major Profe sso r : Dr. Adele Cutl er
Department: Mathernatics a nd Statisti cs

The idea of voting multipl e decision rul es was introdu ced into stat ist ics by Breima n .
He used bootstrap

sa mpl es to build different decision rul es , and then agg regated them by

majority voting (bagging). In regress ion, bagging gives improved predictors by redu cing the
var ia nce (ra nd om variation),

whi le keeping t he bias (syst emat ic error) the sam ('. Br eirna u

introd uced t he idea of bias a nd variance for classification to exp lain how bagg ing works.
However, Friedma n showed that for the two-class situ at ion, bias and variance influence the
class ificat ion error in a very different way than they do in the regress ion case.

In the first part of the dissertation,

we bui ld a theoretica l framewor k for ensemb le

classifiers. Ense mbl e class ifiers a re curr entl y t he best off-t he-shelf classifiers avai lab le, and
t hey are t he subj ect of much curr ent resea rch in classification.

Our main t heoretica l res ults

arc two theorems about voting iid (ind ependent ly ident ica lly distributed)
The bias consistency

theorem guarantees

decision rules.

th at voting will not cha nge the Bias set, and

the convergence theorem gives an expli cit rate of convergence. The two t heorems ex pla in
exact ly how ensembl e classifiers work. We a lso introduce the concept of wea k consistency as
opposed to the usua l stro ng cons istency. A boost ing theorem is deri ved for a distributiouspec ific situ a tion with iid voting.

IV

In th e seco nd part of this dis sertation , we discuss a spec ia l ensembl e classifier ca lled
PERT. PERT is a vot ed random tree classifi er for whi ch each random tr ee class ifies every
train ing ex ampl e correct ly. PERT is shown to work surprising ly well. We dis cuss it s consiste ncy prop erti es . We then comp are its behavior to th e NN (nearest neighbor) met hod
a nd boo ste d c4.5. Both of th e latte r met hods a lso class ify every training examp le corr ect ly.
We ca ll th ese typ es of classifi ers "overs ensitiv e" met hods . We show that one reaso n PERT
wor ks is beca use of its "sque ezing effect ."
In the third pa rt of this dis sertation , we design simulation st udi es to invest igate why
boost ing met hods work . The outli er effect of PERT is discussed and comp a red to boo ste d
and bagged t ree methods . We obtain a new crit erio n (Bayes dev ia nce) that measures the
efficiency of a classification met hod. We design simul at ion studi es to com pare t he efficiency
of seve ra l com mon class ificat ion met hod s, includin g NN, PERT , a nd boosted tree met hod.
(130 pages)
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CHAPTER
INTRODUCTION
1. 1

Basic Setting
Classification

to pattern

1

AND LITERATURE

REVIEW

for Classification

is an interesting and important

branch in stat istics . It is closely related

recogn ition , machine lea rnin g, a nd data mining.

cat ion is to find a prediction

One major goa l for classifi-

rul e. Lots of examp les fall into this category of resea rch.

Examp les includ e: machine identi ficat ion of zip codes , recognition of human pronunciation ,
identification of pati ents with diabetes , credit card approva l, etc.
For examp le, whc11 a machin e tries to learn wh ether a written digit is 1 or 2, it needs
to know the character istics of these numbers.

This information

is usually provided with

a collection of data whose class labe ls are a lready known. In a digit recog niti on exa mple ,
ea ch digit ca n be repres ented by a 16 x 16 matrix of l 's or 2's, repr esentin g whether or not
there arc b lack spots on the pix el. T he mat rix is th e "feat ur e vector " a11d has 256 clements.
The "class labe l" is t he correct digit. When the machine is pres ented with exa mples whose
feature matrices an d class labe l are both known , it finds a rule to assign class labels for new
examp les . In stat ist ics , the collection of data used to dev elop a decision rul e is ca lled th e
training data.

A classification method is one that generates a decision rule for any given

train ing data. Detail ed notation is summarized be low.
Let training data T

= {(x1 , Y1) , (x2, y2), ..

. , (x 11 , y,i)} , where each Xi is a feature vector ,

and eac h Xi is cons idered to be one realization of a random vector X.

Featur e space X

is the set of all feature vectors. Let k be the numb er of different classes. Each Yi E

Y =

{0, 1, . .. , k - l} is the class labe l. Again each Yi is a rea lizat ion of a random variable Y .

Furthermore , X is assumed to come from a mixture distribution,
of Xis
k- 1

(1.1)

fx( x )

= I:-rrd i(x)
i= O

i.e., the probability density

2
with ni, i

= 0, 1, ... , k -

1, th e prior for eac h of th e cla sses, fi( x ) th e probability density for

class "i", and Fx(x) the cumulative density of X .

Definition

1.1.1

(Data s tru ctur e)

A data s tru ctur e is a tripl et { ..Y, n,

n' where ;y is a f eatur e space,
=

are th e pr iors for th e class label Y, f

7f

= (no, 7f]'

. ..

'7fk - l

f

,h - i)T, k is th e total number of classes ,

(Jo,f1,--.

and fx( x ) is given by (1.1).

Notice wh en a data structure

f X,Y (x, i)

j oint density

= ilx) at a ny point

P(Y

is given , the inform at ion about the d a ta is com pl ete . The

of X a nd Y ca n be calc ulated.

Further

the posterior probability

x can b e deriv ed by using Bayes Theorem:

, i) = nifi( .1:).
.
nifi(x )
2. P(Y = i/.1:)=
k- t
.
Li =O ndi(x )
1. fxy(x

For simpli city, p(ilx) is used to denote P(Y
1.1.3) depends

0 11

= i/x).

T he definition of Bayes rul e (Defi niti on

thi s posterior probability.

When training data arc given , the exam ples m t he training
d raw n iid (ind ependent ly ident ica lly distribllted)
data structure/data

distribution.

..Y to the set of class labe ls

data arc ass um ed to be

from a supposed ly fixed but unknown

A decision rul e r is a mapping from the feature space

Y-

The goa l in classification

is to use the training

data to

develop a decision rul e that ca n make acc ur ate prediction for new examp les. T he definition
of misclassification

is given below.

Definition

(Misc lassifica tion error)

Assume

1.1.2

the data stru cture V

known as generalization

error) of a decision rule r is defined as:

( 1.2)

The prediction

( 1.3)

= {..Y, n , J} is given, th e misclassification

E(r)

= Pxy(r(X)

-:JY).

accuracy is:
Pxy(r(X)

= Y) =

1 - E(r).

error ( also

3

In order to compare two classification method s, a good estimate of th e generalization
errors are necessary . Som e classification method s may work bett er than oth ers for one data
stru ct ure , whil e not working as well for other data structur es . This is clea rly shown by th e
Statlog Proj ect (Michie et al. [1994]), whi ch comp a red 20 different class ifica tion meth ods
on 20 datasets. Th erefore when we comp a re two methods , we n eed to compare two method s
on th e same data structure.
For given training data T = { (X1, Yt), (x2, y2), ... , (Xn, Yn)}, a classification method M
produc es a deci sion rul e, denot ed by r( ., T , M) to exp licitly show th e depend ence on T and
M. Th e so-ca lled training error is a ha ndy est ima te of the genera lization error. It is defined

as :
( 1.4)

1
tr a inin g error = -# {i : r(x i, T , M) -/-Yi, (xi, Yi) E T}.
n

It is well k11own th at the training error is a biase d es timat e of th e genera lizat ion error. We
bu ild a decision rul e from trainin g data a 11d then eva luate th e µcrform a uce of the rul e on
tlte same trai11i11gdata, so our est im ate is opt imist ic.
A bette r strategy is to eva luate t he decis ion rul e on a set of sa mpl es that arc inclcpcnd ent
from th e training da ta. Snch an indep end ent data.se t is ca lled a tests et. T he res ul t ing error
estimate is acco rdin gly ca lled testset error. It is clea r that th e tes tset err or is a n unbi ase d
es timat e of th e genera lizat ion error.

In most appli cat ions, only one data set is given. In order to estimate the testset error ,
we ca n partiti on th e data into two gro up s. One gro up is used as training da ta, the other
gro up used as th e test data. Br eima n [1998a] used t his met hod. Another method is ca lled
v-fo ld cross-valid at ion (Br eiman & P eters [1992]). In v-fo ld cross-va lida tion , th e data is
partit ioned into v gro ups.

Th e class ifica tion method is fit using data from v - 1 of the

gro ups and the testse t erro r is obta ined for th e rema ining group. The genera lization error
is es tim a ted by th e average of the v testse t err ors. Freund and Schapir e [1996] and Quinlan
[1996] used thi s CV method to compare different class ification methods .
T he Bayes rule CB (x ) is a heuristic deci sion rul e. It is obtained und er th e assumpt ion

4

that

D

the tru e prob a bility density is a lr eady known.

= {X , n, J}

is given, th e Bay es rul e Ce(x)

Assuming

that

th e dat a structure

and it s genera lizat ion Ee are defined as

follows.

Definition

1.1.3

(Bayes rul e, Bay es error)

Given a data stru cture D

= {X ,n,J},

the B ayes rule CB and its m isclassifi cation error Ee

are defin ed as:
(1.5)

Ce(.x )

(1.6)

where argmaxJ(i)

argmaxip(ilx)
Px,v(Ce(X)

Ee

= io

=

argmaxiP(Y

=/=Y)

= ilx) ,

= { Py(Ce( x )

if J(io) > J( i) for any i

lx

=/=Y)p(d x ).

=I=io .

The B ayes rul e pred icts the class which h as the lar gest post erior prob ab ilit y. The B ayes
erro r repr ese nt s th e intrin sic d ifficult y in discrim inating diff erent classes . Wh en th e classes
a rc p erfect ly separab le, in ot her words the supp o rt s o f the d ensiti es d o not ove rlap , t he
Bayes error is zero. Otherwise , the Bayes e rr or wi ll b e posit ive . To fur t her exp lore the idea ,
we define the p o intwi sc err or , i.e ., the error eb(:c) = P(Ce(x)
th is is the in tegrand

, for a ny x. Not ice that

of formula (1.6) . Suppose at some point x, p(0lx) = 0.6, p(ll-1:) = 0.4.

T he Bayes rul e predicts
When thi s happens,

=I=Y)

x to be o f class "O" . Howe ver, it m ay actually co m e from class " l " .

t he Bayes rul e makes an in corr ect pr edicti on , the probability

of which

is 0.4. The Bayes err or Ee is the total of these ch ances wh er e x comes from the less likely
class.
Both Bayes rul e a nd Bayes error are imp ort a n t in the theoretical

a na lysis of class ificat ion

m et hod s. It is we ll known that the Bayes rul e has the sma llest mi scl ass ifica tion error among
a ll d ec isi on rul es. Any classifi er that has th e same classification

error will a lso b e optimal.

Us ua lly a m et ho d wi ll not produc e a d ec ision rul e that is as good as the B ayes rule , but it
is d es irab le to find d ec is ion rul es that w ill asy mptoti ca lly ach ieve th e Bayes error. This is
known as the co nsi ste ncy problem . On e cons iste ncy d efinition from D evroye et a l. [1996]
is given below. Discussions

on ot her forms of consistency

will be giv e n in Chapter

3.

5
Definition

1.1.4

(Strong consistency)

Given a data structure V , let Tn be training data of size n , drawn from this data distribution ,

=

and denot e En

Pxy(r(X

, Tn , M) -f. Y) , th e gene ralization

er ror of th e decis ion rul e

obtained by applying M to Tn. A classifi cation m ethod M is called (strongly) consist ent if
En --+ EB,

A classification

method that is consistent

with probability

1.

is also called asymptoti cally efficient.

In rea l life, the true po ste rior d ensity p(ilx) or the clas s condit ional prob ab ility .fi( x )
or the prior Ki for each class is not known.
given training

However , they can be estim ate d from the

data . Ea ch Ki can b e est imated by the frequ ency of the class, and eac h

.fi(x) ca n be est ima ted from the data of class i. The density est imat ion methods can b e

pa ra met ri c methods or nonp ara met ri c met hods such as histo gra ms , kernel methods , or knearest neighbor met hod s. Let iri and fi(xlT)

be th e est imat es of Ki a nd .fi(x) , respec tiv ely,

p(i! :1:) ca n be ca lcul ated and a clecisio11rul e ca n b e obtained by sub st it utin g the t heoretical

qu a nt iti es by their es tim ates in the formu la in Definition 1.1.3 . This is ca lle<l the plu g- in
Dayes rul e.
Definition

1.1.5

(P lug-in Bayes rul e)

Giv en data structure V

= {;\'.',K, .f} and training data T , a plug-in Bayes rule is define d as:

C plug- in (x )

= argmaxi'f3(i x,T,
I

)

h
were

'(. ) _
p z1x -

iri.f~(x! T)

k- l ,

,

.

Li =O Kd i (x !T)

The Plug-in Bayes rul e is a very genera l method for findin g a class ification rul e. For 2class probl ems with cla sses {O, l} , the plu g-in rule is reduced to Cplug- in = I(p(ll x )

> 0.5) ,

where I( x ) = 1, if x is TRUE, 0 if x is FALSE. Fri edman [1997] provid es an insightful
invest igation of how plug-in methods work for two class probl ems. We will furth er discuss
their behavior in Chapter 2.

6
1.2

Some Statistical

Classification

Methods

In this section, classification methods that will be used in thi s dissertation arc r('vicw<'d.
As all these met hods are fairly common , we on ly give quite short introducti ons. For in-d epth
discussions , the readers are referred to Michie et al. [1994], Ripl ey [1996], and Devroye et al.
[1996]. The latt er referen ce contains theoretica l discussions of ma ny cla ssificat ion methods.
When pr ese nted with training data , the goa l for a classific at ion method is to output
a decision rule. When new data are provided, the decision rule then predicts class labe ls
for them.

On many occasions, the most important

its pr ediction accuracy.

involv es large dat asets.

Current applicat ions of classificatio n (e.g.
In this case , it is very important

classification met hod shou ld be fast and memory-saving
may also be important

method is

However , there are a lso other concerns such as time efficiency,

storage efficiency, and comprehensibi lit y, etc.
data mining) routinely

factor for a classification

that a

in addition to being acc urate . It

for the method to be robust to a small prop ortion of incorr ect lab els

in the training data.

1.2.1

Nearest

Given data T

Neighbor

Method

= {(xi , yi) , (.7:2,y2), ... , (xn , Yn) }, the nea rest neighbor (NN) method pre-

dicts a new data point x as being from the class of the trai11ing p oint which is closest to x, i.e.,

N N(x , T) = Yi, where i = argmini Di st(x, Xi)Here Di s t is some metric in the feature space . NN is simple, and the decision boundary
is piecewise linear. NN suffers from the curse-of-dimensionality

(Bellman [1961], Friedman

[1997]). Wh en the d imension of the feature space is high , a larg e amount of training data
is neede d to achieve some given prediction accuracy, while for lots of other methods , less
data is needed to achieve the same predi ction accuracy.

Another disadvantage

about NN

is that it does not summarize well. We have to keep a ll the tra inin g points to predict for a
new point.

7

The k-N N method uses k neighbors in predicting for a new point. For a given point x,
the k nearest neighbors to x are picked , and then x is predicted to be from th e majority
class of these k points.

When there are ties, a random break-up is used. Fix and Hodges

[1951] showed that if
(1. 7)

k(n)
------t0,
n

k(n) -----too, and

then k-NN is strong ly consistent as defined in sect ion 1.1.

1.2.2

Linear Discriminant

Analysis

Assume that for each class i, the data follows a Norma l distribution
linea r discriminant

N(µ i, ~)-

The

classifi er predicts x to be from th e class i , whic h gives the largest LDA i:

(1.8)
where

7ri

and µ i are the prior probability

and mean for class i , and

~

is the commou

covariance matrix , a ll of which need to be estimated from t he train ing data. For Lhe 2-class
question , it suffices to know wh ether LDA

1 -

LDAo > 0. LDA predicts x to be of cla ss "l "

if:

di o = (µ1 - 11,0)~
'

(1.9)

When the assumpt ion of normality

- 1

µo

(x - ---

+ Pt
2

1r1

) - log -

>

0.

7fQ

is tru e, and the variance-covariance

matrices of the

different classes arc the same, LDA is known to work very well.

1.2.3

Logistic

Regression

Classifiers

Logistic model has the same assumption

as linear discriminant

analysis. The µ'sand

~

are not est imated by their samp le versions. Instead , the linearity of the following model is
assumed.
(1.10)

p(ilx)
log - (-!-)
p 1X

T

= ai + /3i

x.

Then maximum likelih ood est imation ca n be used to est imate the parameters . After
the parameters

are est imated, the prediction at a new point x is the class "i" which ha s
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the largest O:i+

JTx.

E fron [1975] showe d that log ist ic class ificat ion usu a lly has better

prediction accuracy than LDA.

1.2.4

Thee Methods

T\·ee methods a im to part iti on the feat ur e space int o hypercub es. In eac h hyp erc ub e, the
predicted class will be the ma j ority class of those training points t hat fall in t he hyperc ub e.
Two imm ed iate questions abo ut tree methods are:
1. Splitting criter ia: How to choose a variable to sp lit a nd where to sp lit ?
2. Stopping rule: When to stop sp litt ing?
CART (Bre iman et a l. [1984]) and c4.5 (Quinlan [1993]) are the two most common ly
used com mercia l methods.

T he Gini Cr iter ion (Breiman et al. [1984]) is one common ly

used criter iou for sp litt ing the nodes.
structure V

=

It is a kind of "impuri ty measure."

G iven a data

{X , H, j} , the Gin i im pur ity at t he current node t is defined as:

(1.11)

Gini(t)

=L

p(ilt)p(jit) .

icjcj

where p(ilt) is the proportion

of class "i" examp les in the nod e. Notice that Gini(t) 2 0.

It eq uals to O if a ll examp les from one same class, and the maximum is achieved when a ll
classes have same proportions,

which is t he most "chaotic " case.

When sp litting a tree , we choose from a ll possible variables and a ll possible sp lit s to
find t he one that has the sma llest impur ity. The curr ent node is the n partitioned

into two

nodes. The same procedure is car ried for eac h of them un ti l a certa in stopping criter ia is
achieved . Norma lly, some of t he nodes can be comb ined by pruning. Details about the tree
methodology ca n be found in the refere nces given above.

1.2.5

Neural

Networks

Ne ur al networ ks are a lso ca lled artificial neura l networks (ANN). They are motivated
by the desire to imit ate the behavior of hum a n brain. It is b elieved that the hum an br a in
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processes information in a massively parall el manner. When the brain receives information ,
it proc esses it throu gh several layers of nodes. A single layer feed-forward neural netw or k
for the L-cla ss classific a tion problem has the following form:

~

Y1 ¢ (ao, +

(1.12)

t

aJ1¢(bo1+

E

bcjxk)) , l

~ 0, I , ... , L -1,

wh ere th e ao1 and bot's are called th e bias terms , and the ajl and bi/s are called th e weights.
¢ is called th e "act ivation function,"

which often t akes th e form:

(1.13)

¢ (.'E) = --

ex

1 + eX

.

For given training data T = { (x 1 , Y1), (x2, y2), . .. , (.'En,Yn)} , Yi are coded as follows: Yi =
(Yi t , Yi2, . .. , Yid,

with Yij = 1, if th e i-th data point is from class "j ", and Yil = 0 for all

other classes. The paramete rs are th en fitt ed by minimizing th e the res idu al sum of sq ua res
(RSS):
(1.14)

RSS

~ t t (Yil -

¢ ( ao,

+

t

a,,¢(boJ

+

E

2

b,, xik)))

Typ ica l fitting met hods for neur a l networks includ e back-propagation

(Rumelhart

[1986]), Quickprop (Fahlman [1989]) or some genera l purpo se optimization

et al.

met hods such as

Quasi-Newton met hods , conju gate gradient method s etc . Th e Splu s function nn et (Venables
an d Ripl ey [1997]) uses the Qu as i-Newton method for optimization.

1.3

Bagging, Boosting,
Decomposition

and Bias-Variance

The methods introdu ced in th e pr ev ious sec tion output one single rule for a given t ra ining set.

Another

methodolo gy is to generate

multipl e rules and then combine them to

give a fina l dec ision rul e. The collection of rul es is ca lled an "ensembl e." Accordingly, the
method is called an ensemble method.

Rec ent work on Adaboost

[1996], [1997]) ign it ed a considerable enthusiasm

(Freund and Schapir e

in ensemble methods.

eral scheme that can b e combined with an existing classification

Adaboost is a gen-

method

(call ed a bas e
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learn er in this cont ext).

It repeat edly appli es the base learn er to sequ entially p erturb ed

trainin g da ta to obt a in decision rul es, and th en fina lly combin es th ese rul es by weig hted
votin g. It has b een shown (Fr eund and Schapir e [1996], Druck er and Cort es [1996], Quinlan
[1996], Br eiman [1998a]) th a t Adabo os t usua lly improv es th e pr edi cti on ac cura cy of a base
lea rn er significa ntly .
Ad abo os t was initi a lly propos ed to solve a theor eti ca l qu estion ra ised in Kea rn s a nd
Valiant [1988]. It adaptiv ely resampl es to feed to th e base lea rn er in such a way that th e
exa mpl es t ha t are ha rd to clas sify will have big chan ces to be chosen for th e next class ifier.

In focusing on lea rnin g th ese difficult exampl es, it th en ca n obt ain a bett er decision rul e.
Th eoret ica l result s on Ad aboos t will be reviewed la ter in thi s sec tion .
Br eima n [1996a] invent ed a noth er scheme to impr ove a n ex istin g classifica ti on met hod.
His bagg ing a lgorithm ge nera tes different boo tstr a p sa mpl es (E fron a nd Tib shir a ni [1993])
from th e origina l da ta, t hen th e base class ifier is appli ed to eac h of th ese sa mpl es , a nd fina lly
these individu al rul es a re aggrega ted by maj orit y votin g. Bagg ing is very simpl e, a nd it is
clea r how it work s. O n th e ot her hand , Ada boos t is qui te a compli ca ted algo rithm.

T he

fact th a t Ada boos t work s so well has p ro mp ted peopl e to invest iga te ensembl e met hod s in
a broader fra mework . We first int ro du ce bot h t he bagg ing a nd Adab oost a lgo ri t hm s, t hen
rev iew th e rece nt inves ti ga tions on t hem .
Given a b ase class ifier M a nd tr a inin g da ta T = {(:z:1, y i) , (x2, Y2), ... , (xn, Yn)} , for a
pr e-chosen ite ra ti on numb er N , ba gging a nd boos tin g a lgorithm s are defined as follows:
1. Bagg ing:

Repea t ste p 1) a nd 2) N tim es:
• Genera te a boot str a p version of th e da ta .
• Appl y t he base classifier M , and obt ain th e decision rul e

Ti.

Vote th ese N rul es to give th e final de cision 1'jinal ·
2. Boostin g (Ad a b oos t .Ml , Freund a nd Sch apir e [1996] ):
Initi alize t = 0, and th e resa mplin g prob a bility p~ =

¾,i =

1, 2, ... , n.
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Repeat the following steps N times:
• Res ampl e from pt = {pLi

= 1, 2, ...

, n} .

• Apply the bas e classifi er M , and obta in th e decision rul e rt.
• Calcul a te t he weight ed error over th e tr a inin g data , Et=

If

Et

¾I:r

t(x i ),t y;

Pi-

> 0.5 , a bort the loop .

• Calcu late th e f3t

= log( 1 ~tlt

) ,

calc ulate p~+l

= p~f3td;, wher e d~ = l , if rt(.xi) i- Yi,

0, otherwis e. Normalize p (t+l) by dividing each element by the sum of p(t +l) .
Th e final rul e is th e weight ed vot e of th e N rul es , using weight Wt

= log((3t)

for rul e rt.

Br eima n [1996b] discuss ed the instab ilit y issue of class ification methods . A class ificat ion
met hod is consid ered to be unstab le if a small change in th e tra inin g data cau ses big
changes in the resulting decision. By voting different rul es, bag ging will stabi lize a n un stab le
class ifica tion method . Thus bagging is considered to be a varian ce redu ct ion met hod . Th is
intuition is empiri ca lly shown to be true by Br eiman [1998a].
Ad aboo st is a much mor e comp licated a lgorithm.
ou t he pr ed ict ion behav ior of rt.

T he (t

+ 1)-th

rul e 1·t+ t depend s

It is act ua lly shown that rt + l dep end s on a ll pr ev ious

rul es (Schapir e et a l. [1998]). Adaboost

was derived as a spec ial solu tion of the boosting

prob lem posed by Kearns a nd Valiant [1994] within the PAC fra mework. Its except ionally
good perform ance ign ited imm edi a te st udi es. Breiman [1998a] cla imed that Adaboost works
because it red uce s the variance part of the class ifica tion error. Breiman also cla imed that
Adaboost

will not be able to improv e stabl e class ifiers such as LDA . At t he sa me time ,

Schapire et a l. [1998] showed it will a lso reduc e th e bias part of the error if Adaboost
is combin ed wit h a weak class ifier that does not have much fitting pow er. Act ua lly from
th e PAC lea rning , it is much clearer that Ad a boost will reduc e the bias as Adaboo st will
increase t he fitting pow er (i.e., VC-dim ension) of the base learner. However it is not clea r
why Adaboost

will reduce th e vari a nce part . It is shown (Scl1ap ire et a l. [1998]) t ha t

Ad a boost may even achieve a reduction in error a t th e price of increas ing th e vari a nce. The
behav ior of Adaboost is very mysterious.
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1.3.1

Classification
Interpretation

Bias and Variance

Th e idea of decomposin g th e class ifica tion error into th e bi as and varianc e com es from
th e regression setup. There ar e several definition s for th e classification bia s and vari a nce.
However , non e of th em are as natur a l as th eir regression count erparts.

We review th e m ajor

definitions , a nd point out th e probl ems.
In ord er to hav e a bett er id ea of th e cla ssifica tion bi as and varian ce, we first look at th e
regress ion situation . In regr ession , we have a pr edi ctor random variabl e X , a nd resp onse
vari a ble Y , and we assum e th e rela tionship between X and Y is

y = J( X ) + E,

(1.15)
wh ere

1:

is ass umed to b e N(O , a 2 ) with a unkn own. Th e rand om va riabl e E is a lso ass um ed

to be ind ep end ent from X , a nd

f

is ass um ed to be in some space of fun cti ons.

Now for given tr a inin g d a ta T , supp ose we obt a in a n es tim ate
ca n est imate Y by

Y = ]( x )

J of J, a nd

from thi s we

at a ny p oint x. We usua lly meas ur e th e pr edi ctio n err or by

th e squ ared error loss:

P E ( Y , Y) = E(Y - Y) 2 .

(1.16)

T he iud ep end cnce b etween E a nd X rend ers t he followin g d eco mposition :

( 1.17)

E(Y - Y) 2 = E (Y - E Y) 2 + (EY - EY)

Th e first term meas ur es th e ra ndom va ria tion in

Y, whi ch

2

+ a2.

is not rela te d to th e sys temat ic

part of th e estim ati on. This is th e usua l varia nce d efinition . Th e seco nd term measur es
th e syste ma ti c difference b etween t he exp ected Y and th e exp ected

Y, it

is th e squ ared

bias. Th e third term is the irr educibl e error ca used by th e noi se, a nd is not affect ed by th e
pr edi ctor s . Now suppo se we have multipl e pr edi ction s

Y, all following

th e sa me di stributi on.

Th en averag ing of th ese to give a new pr edi ctor will give a sm aller va ria nce term , whil e
keeping th e bias term th e sam e.

For regress ion , b agging introduces

th erefore redu ces th e pr ediction error s.

iid predi ctors and
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For th e class ifica tion case, th e most commonly used loss function is the so-ca lled 0/1
loss fun cti on , i.e., th e loss is 1 if Y( :r) -/- Y , 0 oth erwi se . Th erefore, th e pr edi ction error a t
point :r is
(1.18)

PE( Y , Y) = E I(Y( :r) -/- Y) .

Th e goa l is to obt ain a simil ar thr ee-p art decompo sition . At th e sam e time , we still want
th e varian ce to repr esent th e random vari a tion a nd th e bias to repr esent th e system ati c
discrepan cy between th e pr edi ction and th e Bayes rul e. Here th e syst emati c di screpa ncy is
t he di screp a ncy b etween th e agg rega ted rul e (Br eiman [1998]) and th e Bayes rul e. A car eful
inspec ti on shows t ha t none of the definition s to da te sat isfies th e additiv e deco mp os iti on
while st ill keepin g th e na tur al mea nin g menti oned above.
Kong a nd Diett erich [1995] have a mea nin gful d efini t ion for bias, but with th eir vari a nce
ca n be nega tiv e. Kohavi a nd Wolp ert 's [1996] d efini t ion for varia nce does repr esent th e
variat ions a mong the decision rul es, however , t heir bi as does not repr ese nt th e syste mat ic
discrepa ncy bet ween the agg rega ted rul e a nd t he Bayes pr ediction. Br eima n [1998a] defined
t he Dias set as t he points where t he agg rega ted pr ed ict ion will be t he sa me as t he Bayes rul e.
His definit ion for bot h bias a nd varianc e is defined on t he whole dist ribu t ion , not po intwise.
T his ma kes t he d efiui t ion unin t uit ive. His defini t ion for varia nce is related to t he syste mat ic
part of th e d ist ribu t ion, and bias may be increase d th ro ugh vot ing. T ibs hir a ni [1996] had
an insightful t hought th a t in th eory, bagg ing will not necessa rily redu ce th e class ifica ti on
error beca use th e 0/ 1 loss fun ct ion is not a convex fun cti on .
Fr iedm a n [1997] ste pp ed away from th e bias a nd va ria uce decomp osition.

In stead he

focused on th e 2-class qu esti on , where t he decision is obta ined by a plu g-in met hod , i.e. , t he
met hod wh ere we get a n estim a te p(l l:r), th en plug in to th e formul a r( :r)

= I(p(ll

:r) > 0.5)

to form a dec ision rul e. He investiga ted how th e bias and vari a nce in es tim a tin g p(i l:r) may
influ ence th e cla ssifica ti on err or. Th e result is int erestin g a nd quit e unintuitiv e (deta ils in
sec ti on 2.3) . Th e limi tat ion of Friedm an [1997] is that th e tool s used th ere cann ot deal with
th e multicl ass situ a tion . In sec tion 2.3 , we will extend his results to th e multicl ass cas e.
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1.3.2

Theoretical Interpretation:
Convergence
Property

The

There has b een lot s of other work that aims to und erstand boosting better.
Schapire [1996], Br eim a n [1999b], Grov e and Schuurmans

Freund and

[1998], Friedm a n et al. [1998],

Schapire et a l. [1998], Ho [1998] and Diette rich [1998b], Br eima n [1999a] are among th ose
th at ga ve inter esting points of view.
There are two major qu estions concerning Adaboost:
1. Is Adaboost tryin g to minimi ze so me crit eria ?

2. Is th e algorithm convergent?
The first four pap ers aimed to answer Question
Brciman

[1999b] viewed Adaboost

1. Freund and Sch apir e [1996], and

as a matrix ga me a nd a pr edi ct ion ga me respectively.

They both conclud ed t hat Adaboost

is fittin g a minim ax rul e. Grove a nd Schuurmans

[1998] used linea r pr ogra mmin g ( this is impli ed by Br eim an [1997]) to solve the minimax
probl em. These three m et hod s ass um e th a t N decision rul es arc a lrea dy obtained , and they
view adaboost as a way to ge nerate the best weighting st rategy.

Friedman et al. [1998]

viewed Adaboost as a log isti c ad ditiv e mode l. Thi s view is close r to the origi na l ada b oost
algo rithm , as it docs not ass um e that the decision rul es a re a lrea d y there.
Brciman discussed th e reason why Adaboost is resista nt to ovcrfitting, ie, why the tes tsct
error will not deteriorate

as training continu es . He conjectured

given by the rcsam plin g probability

th at th e stochastic pro cess

{p(t), t = 1, 2, ... ,} h as a stat ionary di st ribution . This is

a har d qu est ion a nd it is even difficult to empiri ca lly check this conj ect ur e. Th e convergence
of the voted rul e is a mor e pr ecise way to address this qu es tion . Th e graph below gives some
intuition to th e convergence problem.

We apply boosting with th e single -laye r feed-forward

neur a l network . The dat a us ed is like a hors eshoe. The Bayes error for this da ta distribution
is 0. This experim ent is ca rri ed out in Splus 5.2, and nn et (Venabl es and Ripl ey [1997]) is
used for th e neur al netw ork. We carry out the boosting 10 times . For each run and each
iteration

k, a vot ed rul e is obtained

by voting th e rul es up to this iteration . Ea ch curve

is th e d ecision bound ary for a d ecision rul e. We took iteration = 1, 10, 20, 50, and we have
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10 decision bound a ries for eac h of th ese it era tion s. Th ese decision bound aries a re shown in
Fi gur e 1.1.
In th e b eginnin g, th ere is lots of varia tion am ong th e 10 different run s. However , as th e
lea rnin g pro cedur e moves on , th ere is less and less vari a tion a mon g th e rul es. Althou g h it
is not clea r th a t th e dec ision bound ari es will b e the sa me in th e end , it is clea r th a t th ey
are b ecomin g more and mor e consi stent with eac h oth er. Thi s con sistency ph enom enon is
also a n important

indi cation that th e vari a tion amon g th e d ecision rul es decreases as th e

lea rning pro cess moves on .

1.3.3

Empirical Interpretation:
and Diversity

Margin

Schapir e et a l. [1998] d efined th e margin of a p oint as th e difference betwee n th e weight
ass igned to th e corr ect la bel a nd t he maxirn a l weight ass igned to a ny single incorr ect la bel.
Sup pose we ca rr y ou t boost ing for N ste ps, a nd ob tain N decision rul es r 1, r2, . .. , TN, wit h
t he weights w 1 , w 2, ... , w 11 respect ively, t hen a t t he t ra inin g po int (x , y) , t he ma rgin is:
(1.19)

margin (x)

=

L

W i - max if. y

i:r ;(x) = y

L
j:rj(x)

Wj-

=i

Not ice t hat if t he ma rgin is posit ive, t hen t he vote d rul e pr edi cts t he obser ved class; ot herwise, t he voted rul e ma kes an inco rr ect pr edi ct ion . A bigger pos it ive ma rgin a lso indi cates
th at th e memb ers of th e ensembl e of rul es are consi stent wi t h each oth er. On th e ot her
hand , a close-t o-zero ma rgin mea ns th e ensembl e is not sur e a bout it s pr edi cti on . Schapi re
et a l. [1998] showed th at Ad aboos t te nd s to increase th e minimum margin , a nd to decrease
th e max imum margin , i.e., it te nd s to distri bute t he cor rec t votes uni formly for all tr a inin g
poin ts.
Diett eri ch [1998b] and Ho [1998] obs erved th a t in ord er to mak e th e ensembl e meth od
work , th e decision rul es in th e ens emble mu st be div erse. Giv en two decision rul es r 1 , r 2,
Diett eri ch defined 11:
-sta ti stic s, whi ch a re simil ar to
Adaboost

x2

st a tisti cs. His obs erva tion was th a t

tends to produ ce ens embl es th a t hav e larg e div ersity , whil e baggin g tend s to
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Figur e 1. 1. A lea rning pro cess.
generate decision rules of similar div ersity. Ho defin ed div ersit y as th e disag ree ment of two
rul es, i.e. , div ersity of r1,r2=Ex l(ri(X)

#-r2(X)) .

Ho used a c4.5 tree that is fully spl it so

th a t it class ifies every tr ainin g exa mpl e correct ly. It was observed that if the base lea rn er
is very flexib le as was th e case in Ho , ba gg ing a nd Ad a boos t arc very simil ar , a nd there is
110

significa ut difference between th e div ersiti es.
Br eiman [1999b] ex tend ed the diversity idea to corr elation betweeu two ra ndom vari-

ab les, and obta ined a bound on th e genera liza tion error in terms of th e div ersity a nd st ren gt h
of the ensemb le.

1.4

Random
Random

1.4.1

iid Ensembles
Trees

Independent

Ensemble

and Perfect

Methods

An ensemb le met hod needs a bas e classifi er/learn er.

It repeat edly applie s the b ase

classifier to perturb ed training data. The different rules obta ined in d ifferent runs are th en
combined by weight ed or unw eight ed voting. T he way of generat ing d ifferent rul es can b e
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different. Dietterich(

[1998a] (discussion paper on Breiman [1998a]) list ed four typical ways.

1. Manipulating

the training

2. Manipulating

the input features.

3. Manipulating

the output

4. Randomizing

the fitting procedure.

The first strategy
Given training

set.

targets.

carries the most statistical

data of size n, a bootstrap

bootstrap

samples.

bagging is of this type.

sample consists of n data points , each dr awn

¾- For

from the original data with probability

flavor. Breiman's

given training

data, we can generate

We can build one rule for eac h of these bootstrap

an ensemb le of different
work is the instability

rules.

Breiman

of the classification

many

samples, thus giving

points out that a crit ica l factor for ba gging to
method.

Dietterich

[1998b] and Breiman [1999a]

further point out that it is the amount of diversity of the co llect ion of rul es that influences
how much bagging may improv e the performance
The second strategy

of a base classifier.

is discussed in Ho [1998] and Amit and Geman [1997]. Ho's method

builds an ensemb le of rules by consider ing a ll possible subsets of the variables

(featur es ).

For each subset , a fully-split C4.5 tree is built on the whole data with chosen features . The
2P- 1 trees comprise the ensemb le. The emp iri cal experiments

well for many big datasets.

One limit ation of Ho 's strategy

show that this m et hod works
is that the number of trees is

limi ted to 2P - 1.
Amit and Geman app ly ensemble
detection.

methods

to optica l character

recognition

a nd face

They propose generat in g a large set of new features from the original features ,

and building trees using different random sub sets of these new features.
of this la rge set of new features,

Taking advantage

Amit and Ceman only build very shallow trees, so their

ensemb les are usually very large.
The third strategy

is exp lored by error-correct in g output

[1995]). ECOC deals with questions

coding (Dietterich

and Bakiri

of multiple classes. Each time, they cle verly separate

the class labe ls into two groups, relabeling

one group as class "O", the other as class "l".
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Then the base classifier is applied to the relabeled training data . Different relabeling thus
provides an ensemble of different rules.
Breiman [1998b] also experiments with perturbing
Output flipping tries to change some proportion

the output of a classification problem.

(flipping rate) of output to other classes.

The ensemb les are obtained by applying the base classifier on different perturbed
data.

training

His exper im ents show that this strategy also improv es the prediction accuracy of a

base learner with the improv ement being comparable
The last strategy
randomness

is much more comp licat ed.

to that of bagging .
There can be lots of ways of adding

in the fitting procedures (Dietterich [1998b] has more discussion on this). One

method Dietterich

[1998b] exper imented with is add ing randomness in c4.5 tree methods.

Instead of the usual way of sp littin g at the feature that gives largest reduction

in Gini

impurity, it randomly chooses one among the 20 best sp lits. It is shown that voting these
different c4.5 trees gives results comparab le to bagging c4.5 trees.
One common characteristic

of the ensemble methods is that they use a common base

classifier. The building of the base learner typically requires an optimization
(Cutler [1999]) and Stochastic Discrimination

method. PERT

(Kleinberg [1990], Kleinberg and Ho [1993],

Kleinberg [1996]) adopt a different strategy. For given tra inin g data , both methods sample
random decision rules from a given space of decision rules. Then t hese rules arc comb ined
to give the final decision rule.
dissertation.

1.4.2

A theoretical

study on PERT is one major topic of this

We introduce the definition below.

Perfect

Random

Tree

A perfect random tree (PERT) is a voted decision rule for which each tree is split until
all the nodes are pure. At each node, the sp lit is purely random so there is no opt imiz ation
involved.
Given the training data T

= {(x, , yi), (x2, y2), .. . , (xn, y

vector, one PERT is built as follows:

11 ) },

with eac h Xi ad-d imensiona l
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Initialize the stack so it conta ins one node compr ising T itself. Repeat until there are
no more nodes in the stack.
1. If th e stack is empty, stop. Otherwise take a node from the stac k.

2. If all Yi = Yi, the node is a terminal node. f; = y1 for this node. Go to step 1.
3. Randomly pick two sample indices i and j E { 1, 2, ... , n} until Yi -/- y .
1
4. Randomly pick an attribute
5. Randomly pick a numbers

index l E {l, 2, . . . , d}.
between

Xi/

and x 11.

6. Divide the parent node into two chi ld nodes ,

lefLnode=a ll examples with
righLnode=all

Xi/

examp les with

Xi/

> s , put this node on the stack.
:S s, put this node on the stack.

7. Go to step 1.
The above procedure

is repeated N times and the random tre es are voted to give the

final decision rule.
One characteristic

of PERT is that it classifies every training examp le correct ly. This is

like the NN method and Adaboost.

We call a method that classifies all training examp les

correct ly an "oversensitive " method. For convenience, we give the followin g defin it ion .
Definition

1.4.1

{Ov ers ensitiv e classifi cation m ethod}

A classifi cation method M is called overs ensitiv e if r(., T, M) correctly classifies every point
in T.

Oversensitive methods will not work well for the regression situation . For classification,
ensemb le methods that are oversensitive work very well. PERT and boosted c4.5 are two
such methods.

1.5

Summary

We will discuss their properties in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5.

and Our Work

As reviewed in the previous section, there are many random methods usin g iid ensembles. However, the theoretical studies on how they work are rare. Breiman [1999b] focused
on how strength and div ersity may provided a bound on the generalization

error. Kleinberg
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[1998] studied how th e spread and ri chn ess dete rmin es the genera lizat ion error. This dissertation focuses on the convergenc e of the votin g pro cedur e. It shows how votin g works in
multiclass situ at ions and cla rifies the confusion ra ised by the bias and vari ance definitions
for cla ssificat ion.
This dis sert at ion has seeds in Br eiman [1998a] an d Friedman [1997]. Breiman used

Q(jlx) to repr ese nt the exp ecte d percent age of decision rul es that pr edict x as class "j". This
dissertation

explicitly defines the space of d ecision rul es, which are generated

the base method

M to a ll possible training

by applying

sets of fixed size. Th e Q(jl x) (our q(jlx))

is a meas ur e on the space of decision rul es. Therefore M ca n b e viewed as a mappin g
from th e d ata space (X,p) to the rul e space (R , q) (deta ils in Chapter
L

= {(X , p) , M , (R , q)}

2). Su ch a tri plet

is ca lled a lea rnin g system. Bias , variance , div ersit y and inst ab ility

are a ll character ized within the lea rnin g system.

Also , Friedman 's idea on how bias and

varia nce of regression est imates combine to influ ence the classification err or is a ut omatica lly
exte nded to t he multicl ass sit uation .
In C hapte r 3, votin g processes arc defined , and two basic theor ems, the bias consiste ncy
t heorem and convergence t heorem, arc proven. The two results give th eoret ica l justification
of ensembl e methods discuss ed in th e pr evious sect ion. T hey make t he vot ing behavior
crysta l clear. T he theorems also give a simpl e formula that tell s when voting will improv e
a base lea rn er. A new kind of consistency which we ca ll weak cons istency is proposed and
disc ussed. The voting behav ior for NN and some random methods a re also discussed.
Chapter 4 is devoted to discussing the properties of PERT classifiers. A rec ursive equat ion for Q(jl x ) of PERT is derived. It is a lso shown that PERT is not strongly consist ent ,
and t he rea so n why PERT works well lies in the sq ueezing effect, which is indi cate d by
the recursiv e equat ion. Two variants of PERT are inv ente d to deal with more com plicat ed
quest ions.
In Chapter

5, the rob ust ness properties

of boo sted CART are discuss ed. A new p er-

spect ive is obta ined by viewing boost ed CA RT as an oversensitive

met hod.

Simulations
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ar e ca rri ed out to verify thi s expl anation . From th e framework , a new qu a nti ty (B ayes
d evia nce) is a lso obtain ed to meas ur e th e efficiency o f a class ification metho <l. Simulations
ar e carri ed out to comp are th e efficiency of different class ifica tion method s.
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CHAPTER
A LEARNING

2
SYSTEM

In this cha pt er , a fram ework is built th a t provid es a clea rer idea about classification bias
and vari a nce. Som e co ncepts such as instability , whi ch is heuristically di scussed by Br eiman
[1996a], are characterized.

A post erior meas ur e Q is introduc ed in section 2.1 to describe

ensemb le method s. In sect ion 2.2, a learning system is defined and bias , variance a nd
inst ability are th en defined in this fram ework. It is shown that th e same instability defined
here is act ua lly the ex p ecte d div ersity discu ssed by Diet terich [1998b] a nd Ho [1998]. A
bound on genera lizat ion error is also obtained.

In section 2.3, the relat ionship between the

mi sclass ifica tion erro r and class ificati on bias a nd va ri a nce is discussed. Friedman 's idea on
how b ias and vari a nce for regress ion combin e to influ ence th e classification err or is extended
int o the multiclass situati ou.

2.1

A Posterior

Measure

on Rule Spaces

An ensemble rncthod s uch as those di scussed in sect ion 1.4 gene rates an ensembl e of
decision rul es . Typically a random vector is involv ed in th e procedure of buildiug the rul e,
and usua lly the random vectors for building different rul es are ind epende nt. This impli es
that the d ecision rul es obtained will also be ind epend ent . Notice for Adaboost, the decision
rul es are generated

seq uenti ally, a nd eac h decision rul e is dependent on t he previous rule.

Therefore , Adaboost does not fit in this framework. However , it ca n be acco mmodat ed in
the fra mewo rk give n in the next sect ion.
Assume a data st ru ct ur e D and an ensemble met hod M arc given. Let k be the total
numb er of classes, an d T be training data of size n , with eac h observation drawn iid from V .
Denote th e random vector involv ed in the rule-buildin g proc edur e by 0, a nd its distribution
by Fo. Denot e by r( ., 0 , T, M) th e dec ision rul e obtained

by app lying the method M to
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training data T using th e random vector 0. Then we have the following result .
Theorem

2.1.1

(Indep endence of rules)

Assume 0 1 , 02, .. . , 0n are iid Fe. L et M be a random method which involves random vecto rs.
D enote by r(. , 0i, T , M) the decision rule built by using the vec tor 0i . Assume

that f or at each

point x, r(x , ., T , M) is measurabl e. Th en th e decision rules r(. , 0i, T, M) are indep enden t
and ha ve identical distributions

at every po int x in th e f eatur e space.

Pr oof: The proof is direct. Th e ind epen dence can be obtained by Theorem 3.3.3 of Chung
[1974].

Now let R T be t he set of a ll possible decision rul es obta ined by using different 0, i.e.,
R T = {r(. , 0,T , M)l0

Not ice th e measure on 0 indu ces a measure on Rr-

iid

~

Fo}.

But it is us ua lly very com plica ted

beca use a decision rul e is a comp licated function on the data space X. However , discussion
on t he behav ior of t he decision rule can be mad e at eac h point.

Q(i , x lT) is defined as

follows:
(2 .1)

Q(i, :z:IT)

(2.2)

P{rlr(x , 0, T , M)
Po{0lr(x , 0, T , M)

With this definition of Q('i , xlT),

= i}
= i}.

it is easy to see that at eac h point x , {Q(i, xlT) , i

=

0, 1, ... , k - l} is a measure on R. Eac h random method can be viewed as a mapping from
training data T to k surfa ces Q(O, xlT), Q(l , xlT) , ... , Q(k - 1, xJT), eac h representing
posterior probability

the

for one class. Voting infini te ly many iid rul es is eq uiva lent to finding

argmaxiQ(i , xlT) . When only finite numbers of decision rul es are vote d , it is like estim at ing
argmaxiQ(i , xlT) by a rgmaxiQ(i, .'.l:IT). There might be so me discrepancy betwe en the sa mple version a nd it s theoretical coun te rpart.. The dist ribution of Q(i, xlT) will b e discussed
later on.
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F igure 2.1. Th e tra inin g data ----+ Q surface ----+ decision rul e
For the 2-class case, it will be enough to discuss Q(l , xlT), as Q(O, xlT)

= 1-

Q(l, xlT).

Figure 2.1 gives a set of training data , the Q surfa ce plot and finally the decision rule. The
train ing data are 2-dimcns iona l, 2-class data with seven samp le points as plotted in the left
graph. The class ificat ion met liod we use is th e PERT method introduced in section 1.4. For
PERT, we can actually calcu late the t heoretical Q( 1 Ix ) llsing a recursive eq uation (deta ils
in Chapter 4). The Q surface is given in the top graph. T he classification rul e is: predict

:.r::

to be from class "l " if Q(l, xlT) > 0.5; otherwise predict x to be from class "O". The right
graph gives the decision boundary obtained through this Q surface.
Not ice on most occasions, it is imp oss ible to get a t heoretica l Q surface.
generate a finite ensemb le of decis ion ru les r 1,r2, ... ,rN.

We usually

At each new point x, we can

calcu late the relative frequency of the decision rules that pr edict x to be of class i . This is
an estimate of Q(i, xlT).

(2.3)

'
1
Q(i,.1:IT) = N#{j:

rj(x) = i}.

At point x, the class of x is predicted as the i which has t he largest Q(i, xlT ).
For the PERT method, it is possible to obtain the th eoret ica l Q values for a training

2.5
set of any size. We use a simpler exampl e to explain how to calculate t he Q surface.
Example

2.1.2

(Simpl e Q-s urfa ce for PERT)

Thi s is a 2-class , 2-dim ensional probl em with training

s et consisting

of 2 poin ts T

=

In order to build one random tr ee, eith er a vertical split or a horizontal split is chosen.
PERT stops after on e step as eith er choice will separate th e two points . So th e space of th e
decision boundari es is simpl e. It is th e set of all vertical lines x
a1

a nd a2 a nd hori zont a l lines y

=

Y cu t

with

Y cu t

= X cu t

with

Xcut

between

b etwee n b1 and b2. The rand om vector

involved here ca n be repr ese nt ed by one rand om vector U

=

{u1 , u2}, where u1 is used to

determine wh et her to do a horizontal split or a vertical split , a nd u2 is used to determ ine
where to put the sp lit lin e.
Now a t a ny point x

=

(a , b), some rul es will pr edi ct x to be of class "O", ot hers will

pr ed ict x to be of class "l ". Wh et her

.'E

is predi cted as class "O" or "l " depe nds on where

x is locate d . Following the way PETIT is carried out , t he prob a bility Q(l , xlT) of x being
predicted as "l " ca n be ca lcul ate d by:
(2.4)
where

=

0, u < 0
u, 0 < u < 1
{
1, u 2: 1.

(2.5)

8(u)

Not ice t hat for a deterministic

met hod, Q(i , xlT) is eith er O or 1. Therefore , Q(i, xlT)

is usuall y disco ntinu ous. In contrast,

most of th e ra ndom met hods such as PERT and

Random Hyp erplan e generate (introdu ced in sect ion 3.4) a continuous Q surface. Whether
this makes a difference is an int erestin g qu estion , a nd will be discu ssed in the futur e.

2.2

The Learning

System

Suppo se a data stru cture Dis given. In order to see how a classification method M works
on TJ, a sample is drawn from TJ, the method M is applied to it, and then an indep endent
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test set is used to evaluate its performanc e. Since a larger set of training data usu ally res ults
in a bett er decision rul e, the training size is usually fixed in the begin ning, say at n. Let T
be a random sample of training data of size n. The misclassification

(2.6)

er=

Her e Ev refers to the expectation

Evl(r(X

, T , M)

error of M is

# Y).

with respect to the data structure

D, i.e. , it refers to X

and Y. Notic e er can be considered to be a random variable . If dis the dimension of the
feature space, then T can b e seen as a random vector of size n x (d
cumulative d ensity function , and p(dT)

= P(T

+ 1).

Let Fr be its

E dT) be its "infinitesimal " change, in the

same sense p(d x ) is used.
Now let EM

=

Er(er),

the mea n generalization

error of M . It is desirable that both

EM a nd the variance of er should be small. A sm a ll mean generalization

error mea ns that

met hod M works genera lly well, whil e a small varian ce of er indicat es that a r an dom er
won't be mu ch different from the expec ted generali zat ion error. Thi s mea ns the class ificat ion
method is stab le in generatin g similarly accurate decision rul es.

Our goa l in thi s section is to describ e everything in terms of th e posterior measure on
the space of decision rul es . In thi s sec ti on M is ass um ed to be a dete rmini st ic method or
a vot ed random met hod (i.e. , th e randomness has already been eliminated by voting). We
define th e spa ce R as:

(2.7)

R

= {r( ., T , M)IT

..d
I!._,Fr}.

Now the po ste rior meas ure q(ilx) is d efined (Breiman [1998a] ha s already proposed this)
by :
(2.8)

q(ilx) = Er I(r(x , T, M) = i) .

Im ag ine that many ind ep end ent training sets Ti , T2, ... , TN are drawn, and M is applied
to them, then q(il x ) represents
as class "i " .

the expected relative frequ ency that these rul es predict x
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For th e 2-clas s situation,

if q(ll x ) is close to 1, then lot s of rul es will classify x as class

"l ". So the variation among the rul es will be small. In another way, it means th e set of t he

rul es will b e quit e stable in predi ct ing the class for x. If q(ll x ) is close to 0, then lots of
rul es will predict class "0" at x, and again the variation among th e rul es. will no t be la rge.
Wh en q(ll x ) is close to 0.5 , th en the pr ediction will b e quit e vari ed. In another way, this
mea ns th e rul es will not be stable in pr edicting th e class of x, so th e class of x will be very
hard for the rul es to predict. One way to meas ure this variation or hardness to pr edict is to
use the margin fun ct ion m( x )

= lq(ll x) - q(0lx)I

(gen era l definition is given in Defin ition

2.2.4).

T he examp le below aims to give some int uition a bout the pr ed iction variation . The tree
clas sifier on the continuous XOR d ata used in Leisch and Hornik [1997]. XOR is a standard
benchmark question for machine lea rnin g methods.
Example

2.2.1

It is defined as follows.

(XOR dis tr ibut ion) Th e data are distribut ed uniformly in [- 1, l] x [- 1, l].

Th e data in th e first and third quadrants are assigned class 1; oth ers are assign ed clas s "O".
In ord er to est imate the q(llx) , 1000 training datas ets arc dr awn , each consistin g of 300

poiuts. For eac h training set , th e tree method is ap pli ed to give a decision rul e. All trees
arc eva lu a ted on a 41 x 41 gr id of points . The q(ll x ) is estim ated by the relat ive frequ ency
of rul es pred icti ng x as of class "l " . m(.T) is also calc ulated. Figure 2.2 gives the surface
plots of both q(ll x ) and m(x).
From Figur e 2.2 , we can see that th e tree methods are fairly sta ble for XOR data, with
mo st of th e q( 1 \x) eith er close to 0 or close to l. Thus these points a re easy for tree methods .
For those points around the boundary, i.e., the axes , q(ll x) is close to 0.5. They are ha rd
points , where the prediction vari es as the training sa mpl e differs.

2.2.1

q Surfaces

and Learning

Assume th e data distribution

System

is known . At each point x, the posterior

probability

p = {p( i Ix), i = 0, 1, ... , k - 1} can be calculat ed. For any classification method M , tog ether
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Theq(1Ix)surface Themargin
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Fi gur e 2.2. Th e estim a ted q surfac e a nd mar gin surfa ce for tr ee methods, XOR d a ta
wit h th e d a t a stru ctur e D , it produ ces a vec tor measur e q

=

{q(-i /x ), i

=

0, 1,, ... , k - l} .

Th erefor e, a machin e lea rnin g method Mi s a ma ppin g from a d a ta space (D , p) to a ru le
space (R , q).
I\ /

(2.9)

(D , p) -t

(R , q).

a nd
Po

Qo

Pl
P2

Q1

Pk- 1

M

-t

q2
Qk - 1

It is easy to see th a t th e measur e q, to geth er with p determin es prop erti es o f th e lea rnin g
syste m such as pr edi ction accur acy a nd var ia bi lity of th e collecti on of ru les R. We define
th ese qua nt it ies la ter on .

D efinit ion 2 .2 .1 (L earning syst em)
A learning syst em is a triplet consisting of a data structur e, a learning m ethod and the space
of decision ru les. I t is denot ed by £

= {(D , p) , M , (R , q)} .
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When a learning syst em£
sifier as defined in Chapter
Definition

2.2.2

= {(D,p) , M , (R,q)}

is given , and Ca( x ) is the Bayes clas-

1, the bias set can be defined as follows .

(Bias set and unbiased s et, Br eiman {1998aj)
B

{xjargmaxiq(ilx)

=/-argmax ip(ilx)}

Th e compl em ent of B is call ed th e Unbiased set, and is denot ed by U .

Definition

2.2.3

(Pointwis e bias and variance)

(2.10)

bias(x)

I(argmaxiq(ilx)

=I-Ca( x ))

k- 1

(2.11)

L q(i jx)(l

var(x)

- q(il x )).

i= O

Remark

2.2.2

A s revi ewed in th e Introdu ction , th ere are already seve ral definitions

bias and varianc e for classifi cation. Th e definition

of

of bias gi ve n above is th e sam e as Kong

and D ie tt eri ch {1995]. Th e definiti on of varianc e is deve loped ind epend ently by th e rn rrent
auth or. It is mor e gen eral than th e on e deri ved by Br eiman {1998a] in that it is not relat ed
to th e data dis tribution.
1. It is natural.

W e list th e prop erti es of our varian ce definition

It repr es ents th e total varianc e of a multinomial

as follow s:

distribution , as indi cat ed

by Prop os ition 1 below.
2. 0 ::; var( x ) ::; 1 and var(x)

=0

iff q(ij.x)

= 1 for

som e i .

3. var(x) is ma x imi ze d wh en all q(Ol.x), q(ll x), . .. , q(k - ljx) are th e sam e.

4.

var(x)

repres ents the variations

among decision rul es. It is dir ectly relat ed to th e

con ve rgenc e of th e voting process (Chapt er 3).

One disadvantage

is that our definition does not admit an additive decomposition.

ever , our framework provides an easy and accurate way to understand

How-

how voting methods
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work. The multinomial

natur e of classification met hod s actually shows that the systema tic

erro r and the random error ar e not ind epend ent, so any addi t ive decomposition is misle ading
in ex pla inin g how voting works.
Consider the lea rnin g system£
2.7 and 2.8.

= {(V ,p) , M , (R , q)}. Rar e q a re defined as in formulas

n rul es {r1, r2, ... , rn } are drawn ind epe nd ent ly from R.

(Zo(x) , Z1(x ) , ... , Zk - l (x ))T , with Zi(x) = #{rjlrJ(x)

Define Z(x)

=

= i , j = 1, 2, ... , n}, i = 0, 1, ... , k - 1.

Then the following results are tru e.
Propo sition 2.2.3

(Distributions

of votes vector)

Let Z(x) be as defin ed above. Th en Z(x) f ollows a k-class Mult ino mial(n ,q ) distribution,
where q = (q(0l x ), q(llx) , ... , q(k - Ilx))T.

Specifica lly, EZ( x ) = nq( x ), and Var( Z(x )) =

(a ijh x k, w-ith aii = nq(il x )(l - q(il x )) , and aij = - nq(ilx)q(jlx
For a multinomial

), for any i-/- j .

distribution , a nat ur al definiti on of tota l varian ce is the sum of th e

diagona l clements of th e vari a nce-covari a nce matrix E. It will b e

Lt~01 q(il x )(l

- q(il x )) ,

which is our var ia nce for th e collect ion of dec ision rul es. Th e cova ria nce between eac h of
t he two different compon ents is negat ive . Th e pro of ca u be obtai ned by considcriu g eac h

Zi(.x ) as the sum of iid Bernou lli dist ributi ons.
Notice when th e variance a t point x is big, then t he lea rnin g system is not not confident abo ut its pr ediction at this point.
a hardn ess-to-pred ict measure.

Therefor e, th e varianc e ca n be cons idered to b e

We give a not her qu a nt ity that may also tell how hard the

point x is for t he lea rnin g system.
Definition

2 .2.4 (D ecision margin)

Giv en the learning sys tem £

= {(D , p) , M , (R , q)},

the margin m(x) of the syst em is defined

as the diff eren ce between the maximum of q(il.x) and th e second largest q(i lx):
(2.12)

with iq = a1gmaxiq(il .1:).

m( x )

= ma xi

q(ilx) - max#i/JUlx

),
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Remark

2.2.4

For a 2- class question , th e relationship

¼(l - m 2 (x)).

In this case, a big margin indicates

betw een the variance is: var(x)
a sma ll variance.

=

For th e gen eral

multiclass case, when m(x) is large, th e largest q(il x ) is away from other q(ilx), this usually
indicates a small variance.

Th e decision margin plays an important

role j.n the convergence

theorem discussed in th e next chapt er .

When the learn ing system is given, we can obtain the expected classification error at
eac h point in terms of p and q:
A ,,r(r(x, T, M) =f.Y)

1 - A -',r(r(x, T, M) = Y)
k- 1

1-

L Pr(r(x,

T , M)

= i)

P(Y

= ilx)

i= O

k- 1

1-

L q(il x )p(ilx)

.

i= O

The total expected error is the int egra l of the pointwise error, and thus we obtain our
definition for genera lizat ion error of a lea rnin g system.
Definition

2.2.5

(Genera lization errnr of a learning system)

Giv en a learning system L

=

{(D , p) , M , (R. , q)}, we defi ne the pointwis e error e(x) and th e

overa ll gen eraliz ation error EI:, as follows:
k- 1

(2 .13)

e(x)

Py ,r (r(x , T, M) =f.Y)

=

l -

L q(ilx)p(ilx)

i= O

k- 1

(2.14)

/,

e (.1;)px(dx)

= 1-

fx

~ q(ilx))p(ilx)Px

Not ice t he above definition of EI:, is the same as EM

= Er(er

(dx ).

), the expectat ion of er in

2.6. Both are double int egra ls, with a difference in int egrat ion order. The Tonelli Theorem
(Royden [1988]) guarantees
Er(Ex

,yP(r(X

the exchangeability
, T, M) =f.Y))

of the inte grat ion order.
Ex(E) ,,r P(r(X , T, M) =f.Y)
Exe(X)
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2.2.5

If we rewrit e
k- 1

(2.15)

e(x)

= [1 -

p(Ca(x)lx)]

+ [p(CB(x)lx)

-

L q(ilx)p(ilx)],

i= O

then the first part is the error suffered by the Bay es rule, the second part_is the extra error
suffered because we are not using the Bayes rule. Breiman defined the bias and variance on
the overall distri bution by int egrating and partitioning the second part.
Ee

=
+

l(l J
l

p(Cn(x))Px(dx)
k- 1

(p(Ca(x)lx)

-

U

+

L q(i lx)p(ilx))Px

(dx)

i= O

k-1

(p(Ca( x )lx ) -

~ q(ilx)p(ilx))Px

(dx).

From formula 2.15, we have the follow ing observations:
1. The minimum of P),,T(r(x, T, M) -:/=
Y) is 1 - ma .1:ip(ilx)

2. The error is sma ll if q(Ca(x)lx)

= 1 - p(Ca(x)lx).

is large and q(ilx) is small for all i-:/=Ca(x).

3. When voting or ai·cing is us ed, it can be viewed as a way lo change q(ilx) towards a
better direction.

2.2.2

Instability

and Diversity

Now we cont inu e to cha racte riz e the instability idea.
Definition

2.2.6

(Insta bility of a learning system)

Given the learning system [,

= {(D , p) , M , (R, q)}, the instability of the learning system,

also called total variance is defined as:
(2.16)

In s(£)=

{ var(x)Px(dx).
lx

The inst a bility definition here quantifies the instabi lity idea of Breiman [1996a]. Breiman
des cribed unst a ble class ifiers as those for which sma ll changes in th e trainin g data will
introduc e drastic chang es in the resulting decision rules.

Bre iman did not give a formal

definit ion . Th e definition here is possible owing to t he q measur e and ou r definition of
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pointwi se variance. It shown that our In s (£) is actua lly th e exp ecte d disa greem ent b et wee n
two randomly chosen d ec ision rules. Thus it cha racterizes th e div ersity (D icttcrich [l 998b])
and dissimil arity meas ure (Ho [1998]).
important

Both of th ese authors

showed that div ers ity is

in makin g ens embl e methods work . This in turn verifi es Br eim a n's claim th at

"th e vital element is th e instability

of the pr ediction method " (Breiman [1996a]) .

Here is th e proof: Let r 1 , r 2 b e two indep end ent dec ision rul es drawn from R , th en th e
expected disagreem ent b et ween r 1 and r2 is

= r2(X))

1 -- ExI(ri(X)
1-

( I(ri( x)

lx

l;
Ix;

= r 2(x))p(dx)

k- 1

1-

I(r1( x) = i,r2(.1:) = i)p(dx)

k- 1

1-

I(r1 (x) = i) x I(r 2(x) = i)p(dx ).

Taking ex pectat ion s with respect to r 1 , r2, we have:

Er 1 ,,. 2 Ex I (r1(X) i- r2(X))

=

1-

l;

IxL

k- 1

q(if:i:)2p(dx)

k- 1

q(ifx)(l - q(ifx))p(dx)

1.= 0

In s( £) .
Intuitiv ely, we wou ld ex p ect that when both the size o f th e bias set a nd the variance a re
small , the ge nera lizat ion error will b e small. We obtain s uch a bound on the generalizat ion
error in terms of the size of the bias set , the inst ab ilit y of the syste m.
Theorem

2.2.6

(Bound on the generalization error)

Assume a learni ng system £
Let sa

=

DM( x )

= max;(p(Ca(x)fx)

(2.17)

Px(B)

= {(V, p), M , (R , q)} is given. Let k be the numb er of classes.

be the size of the bias set, and V = Ins(£).

Let A = supxDM(x), where

- p(if x )) , Th en the generalization error Ee, can be bounded:
Ee, ~E a+ A(kV

+ sa).
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Proof: For convenience, we denot e C 8 (x) by ia. The Decompositi on formula 2.27 gives:

= Py(Cn(x)-/-

e(x)

+

Y)

L

(p(Ca( x )lx) - p(il x)) q(il :£)

i,i:Cs(x)

Int egrat ing both sides, we have:

EeS Ea+ fx-~ (p(ia lx) - p(ilx))q(ilx)Px(dx).
i,--i 8

We partition

the second term on ri ght ha nd side into two parts :

l .~

(2.18)

(p(ialx) - p(ilx))q(il .T)Px(dx)

i,--i 8

and

f

(2.19)

L

(p(ialx) - p(il x ))q(il x )Px(d x ).

U i f is

Now 2.18 is contr olled by:

j L

Aq(il x )Px(dx)

A

B i f iH

j~(1- q(ial x ))Px (dx)

< Asa.
2.19 is contro lled by:

l

< Al

A( l - q(iu)Px(clx)

kvar( :c)Px(dx)

AkV.
The second to last equat ion holds because

var(x) =

L q(il x )(l

- q(ilx)) > q(ialx)(l

- q(ialx)

Since x is in the Unbiased Set, q(ial x) is the largest among a ll q(ilx); therefore , q(ialx)

>

t·

T his mea ns:

var(x)

>

1(1
- q(ia lx )) ,

or

(1 - q(inlx)) < kvar(x).
The two inequ a liti es rend er th e needed bound.

•
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2.2. 7 Th e bound obtained here is not tight. How eve r, th e goal here is simply to

show that th e misclassification
variance.

error can be bound ed by the th e size of th e ll ias set and th e

Th e formula says if the size of the bias se t and th e total variance goes to 0, then

th e misclassification

error will approach th e Bayes error.

Breiman [1996a] concluded that bag ging can only improv e unstabl e classifiers. He listed
CART and neural networks as unstabl e classifiers , and k-NN and LDA as stab le classifiers.
However, Zhao and Cutler [1999] showed that bagging LDA can improv e the prediction
accuracy for XOR data. Actually LDA is not stab le for XOR data , and that is why bagg ing
LDA can st ill work for a revised version of XOR d ata.

Thus we arg ue that wheth er a

classifier is stable or not is data related, i.e. , it is more of a learn ing system character istic.
It is mor e appropriate

to say that a lea rning system is stable or not. Herc is anot her example

that support s this a rgum ent.
Example

2.2.8

£ = (D =2-class ,with

1r 0

= 1r 1 ,

M =k-NN , with k =N, R =gen eral)

Since k= N, at each training example , k-NN predicts a ll data points as of the sam e class ,
the major ity class in the current train ing dat a, i.e. Q(i , : rjT) = 0 or 1. Now since no =

1r1 ,

the chance is the same that the maj or ity class is 0 or 1. This means again q(ilx) = 0.5 , a
very un stab le case.
Friedman

[1997] discussed the performance

of k-NN met hod.

He applied the k-NN

method with different k values to the same training data T. He got a bowl-sh aped error
curve , whi ch means the optimal k value for k-NN methods is in the middle . A very la rge k
will make the k-NN un sta ble and therefore make it imp oss ibl e to work well. We will further
discuss consistency and instability of th e k-NN met hod in Chapter 4.

2.3

The Effects of Bias and Variance
Generalization
Error
Friedman

[1997] provided a thoughtful

on

ana lysis of classification

error.

For the 2-class

sit uatio n , he cons idered the decision rules obta ined t hrou gh the plug-in methods (Definition
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1.1.5). It is shown that the bias and variance of p(ilx) influ ence the classification error in a
different way than for the regression case. It is not clear how his analysi s can be carried over
to the multiclass situation.

The framework given here provides a way to extend Friedman's

idea to the multiclass case.
For convenience, r(x) or r(xlT)

is used to repr ese nt r(x, T , M), i.e., th e decision rule

obtained by applying M to the training data T.

2.3.1

Bayes Deviance

for Classification

A key formula in Friedman

[1997] is Formula (5 .1), which decompos es the misclassifi-

cation error into the Bayes error and the remaining part. The formula is valid only for the
2-class case , a nd in our notation,
(2.20)

A ,,r(r(xlT)

it is:

-/: Y) = Py(Ca(x) # Y)

+ 11-

2p(llx)IP1{r(xlT)-/:

From the above formula, it is easy to sec that the misclassificatiou
creas ing fun ct ion of the part Pr(r(xlT)

Cs(x))).

error is a linea rly in-

# Ca(x)) . This probability meas ur es the average

amount of di sagree ment between the collect ion of rul es and the I3aycs rule. Th e sma ller the
disagreement is, the sma ller the avera ge prediction error will be. This quantity also pl ays an
important

role for the consistency ana lysis a nd the bias and variance relat ionship. We call

it Bayes deviance and it will be formally defin ed below. One virtue of Bayes deviance is that
it is a discrepancy

from the deterministic

Bayes rule. When we discuss the classification

error , it includes variation in Y itself , whereas Bayes deviance docs not.

Definition

2.3.1

(Bayes deviance)

Given the learning system[,=

{('D,p),M,(R,q)},

we define pointwise Bay es devia nc e

da(x) and th e overall Bay es deviance Da(L):
(2.21)

da(x)

(2.22)

Ds(L)

Pr(r(x)

# Ce(x)) = 1 - q(Ca(.1:)i:c),

{ da (x )Px (dx) .

ix
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In order to exte nd Friedman's

Formula (5.1) to th e multicl ass situ at ion , we note that,

for a fixed decision rul e r ,

A , (r(x)-/- Y) = (p(CB(x)lx)-p(r(x)lx))I(r(x)

(2.23)

-/-CB (x) ) +Py(CB(x ) -/- Y) .

Not ice th at for th e two class situation, we have (p(CB(x)lx) - p(r( x)lx ))

= 11-

2p(llx)j.

Therefore , formula 2.23 becomes:

Py(r(x)-/-

(2.24)

Y)

= Py(CB(x)

-/- Y)

+ 11-

2p(ll x )l)I(r( x ) -/- CB(x ))

and 2.20 can be obtained by taking the expectat ion over t he distribution
multiclass case, p(Ce(x)lx)

- p(r(x)lx)

of T. Now for the

may take different valu es, so we have to partition

t he first te rm in 2.23 into different parts, i.e.,

L

(2.25)

(p(CB(x)lx) - p(il x ))J(r( x) = i).

i-:/cCe(x)

Not ice the expectat ion of 2.25 over the distribution

L

(2.26)

of T is

(p(CB( x )lx) - p(il.x))q(ilx).

i f.C e( x)

F ina lly a cou nt erpart

of equat ion 2.20 is derived for t he multi class case by taking t he

expecta tion of eq uat ion 2.23 over T:
(2.27)

I'} ,,T(r(x!T)-/-

Y) = Py(Ce(x) -/- Y)

+

L

(p(Ce( x)lx ) - p(il x ))q(il x ).

iiCa(x)

Th is formula is interest ing in t hat it gives us the extra err or we suffer as the resu lt of
not having the Bayes rule . At eac h point x, for those rules that predict x as class "i", t he
extra loss is p(Ce(.x)lx) - p(ilx). In order to reduce the error , we will need to reduce q(ijx)
for a ll

i-/- C 8 (x) .

and q(ilx)

2.3.2

And the only way to achieve the Bayes error is to have q(Ce (x) lx)

=

1

= 0 for a ll other classes.

Extension

of Friedman 's Idea

Fr ied ma n 's idea is to invest igate how the bias a nd variance of es tim at ing p(ij .r, T) may
influ ence th e classification

error.

As formula 2.20 indicat es, the error is monotonically
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increasing in the Bayes deviance , thus the analysis is actually on how th e bias and variance
of p(ifx, T) will influ ence this Bayes deviance.
Before we move on, it 's worthwh ile that we look at an important
methods.

We take the 2-class problem as an examp le.

For the 2-class situation,
estimated

featur e of clas sifica tion

assume at some point x, Ca(x)

=

1, i.e., p(lfx) > 0.5. If the

p(lfx) > 0.5, then the "plug-in " method will predict x as l ; oth erwise , it will

predict x as 0. More importantly , the predicted class of the plug-in method will be 1 as
long as p(lfx)

> 0.5. It makes no difference whether p(lfx) = 0.51 or p(lfx) = 0.99. In

genera l, if p(lfx) - 0.5 has the same sign as p(lfx) - 0.5 , then the "plug-in" predictor will
be the same as the Bayes pr edictor. Therefore , a classific at ion method converts the d ensity
estimate into a discr ete situation.
Assume again that the training data T
Then the estimated

posterior density also forms a distribution

ers how the bias and variance of p(l,xfT)

Erp(l,xfT)

= {(x 1,yi) , (x 2,Y2), ... , (xn ,Yn )}

are iid Fr.

p(l, xfT). Friedman consid-

influ ence the classification error.

= f p(l ,:cfT)p(dT) , a nd var(p(lfx)) = Er(p(l, x fT)) 2

-

Let p(lfx)

=

(p(lf:c))2. Then Fried-

man 's boundary bias is defined as:

b(p(lf x ),p( lf x)) = sign(0.5 - p(lfx))x(p(lfx)

(2.28)
where sign(x )

- 0.5)

1, if x > 0 and sign(x ) = - 1, if x < 0. For simplicity , we rewrit e the

equ at ion as:

b(p,p) = sign(0.5 - p) x (p - 0.5).

(2.29)

Under the assumption of symmetry in the d istribution
that a point has a nega tive boundary

bias if and only if x is in the Unbiased set.

thermore, Fri edman assumed the asymptotic
following distribution
(2.30)

for

of p(l , xfT), Friedman concluded

normality of p(l, xfT). Then he obtained the

p
,
pdf (p)

=

p)).

1
( 1 (p ex p - - -J21rvar(p)
2 var(p)

----;::::===

Fur-

Notice here we suppr ess "x" from each probability for ease of reading .
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between variance and th e classification

Then the discrepancy between the Bayes rul e and an individual rul e is
(2.31)

da(x)

= Pn(r(x) -1-Ca(x))

= 1-

<I>

(

sign(p - 0.5) (p - 0.5))
,
Jvar(p)

1 - <I>( -

(2.32)

b(p, p) )
J var(p)

where <l?(x) is the cdf of the stauclar<l normal distribution . For the case of p(llx)

> 0.5 ,

da(x) is actually:
(2.33)

da(x)

= Pp(P > 0.5)

Assume that j5 - 0.5 is fixed. Then it is easy to see the following:
1. If the boundary bias is negative, then pis on the same side of 0.5 with p(llx).

Therefore

the smaller the variance is, the smaller da(x) will be , and the less error r(x) will suffer
(left-hand side of Figure 2.3 ) .
2. If the boundary

bias is positive , then pis on the different side of 0.5 with p(llx).

sma ller varian ce will make da(x) bigger , thus incre asi ng the misclassification
(right-hand

side of Figure 2.3 ).

A

error
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The same conclus ion s can be obtained in our framework through the relationship

be-

tween q(ilx) and p(ilx):
(2.34)

q(llx)

= Pr(p(llx) > 0.5).

Now for the multiclass situ at ion, the corr espond ing relat ion is
(2.35)

q(ilx)

= Pr(p(ilx) > max#iJJ(jlx)).

Assume that Cs(x) = io. Now if Ep(iolx)

> Ep(ilx) for any i =f.io, i.e., io

when the variance of p(iolx) is small enough,
argmaxiq(i/x)

=

we have q(iolx)

= argmaxiEp(ilx),

> q(ilx).

In this case

io, and x will be in the Unbiased set with negative boundary

bias.

In

this case , a reduction in variance in each p(ilx) will cause each p(i/x) to becom e mo re concentrated towards it s expectation,
other q('i/x) will decrease.

and formula 2.35 means that q(io/x) will increase and the

Then formula 2.27 indicates that the prediction error will also

decrease . When argmaxiEp(i/x)

= Jo =f.io, it

is not clear whether reduci ng the variance of

p('i/x) will reduce the misclassification error. We have t he followin g observatio u :
1. W hen p(jo/x)

= max i,tc 13(x)P(i/x) , a

the misclassification
2. When p(jo/x)

=

reduction in the variances of 13(i/x ) will dec rease

error.

minip(ilx) , reducing the variance will increase the misclassification

error.
Therefore, a reduction of t he variance in p(i/x) may not necessarily intr oduce a reduction
in classification

error. However, the situation

for the multiclass case is more comp licated

than 2-class situ at ion Friedman discussed.
In the next chapter , voting effect of iid decision rules will be discussed.

We will show

exact ly how voting works , and that the "bias" influences the classification error only through
whether x is in the bias set or not. Voting the rul es will eliminate the randomness.
can be eith er stabi lized in the right direction, or maybe on the wrong side.

But it
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2.3.3

Conclusion

Decomposing

the classification error into noise+bias+variance

do es not explain exac tly

how voting works. Formula 2.27 does a better job. It points out that the only way to reduce
the error is to change the q(il x ). Bias influen ces th e misclassification

err.or in wheth er the

point x is in the bias set or Unb iased set. This means that the idea of a bias set makes
more sense than a definition for bias in th e usual sense. The variance idea is mor e practi ca l
in that it tells how much variation the space of decision rules has. Th e way the bias and
varianc e combine to influenc e the classification

error was already obtained

by Friedman

[1997] for the 2-class question in the special case of plug-in rules. This is obvious in th e
framework provided here for the multiclass case. The effort in trying to do bia s+varia n ce
decomposition

is somewhat misl eading in that there are no perfect definitions for both bias

and variance, still carrying their natural
multinomial

meanings.

This is eas ily seen by looking at th e

distribution , where the mean a nd vari a nce are not indep ende nt .

In the next chapt er , a theory on voting iid decision rul es will b e given.
obta ined th ere exp la in how voting works.

T heo rems
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CHAPTER
THEORETICAL

RESULTS

3
FOR VOTING

In this chapter, the behavior of voting iid decision rules is discussed. The space of de-

cision rules can be arbitrary.

It can be generated

by applying bagging or randomization

methods to the same training data , or it can be a heuristic spa ce of rules such as those for
PERT or stochastic

discrimination.

from the same distribution.

However, the rules should be selected ind ependent ly

In section 3.1, voting processes {Rn(x),n

defined. Two theorems about voting processes are proved.
ization error arc also obtained.

=

1,2,3, . . . ,} are

Voting effects on the general-

In section 3.2, weak and strong consistency are introduced.

Section 3.3 is devoted to ana lyzin g the voting effect for the nearest neighbor method.

In

section 3.4 , voting in some confin ed space is investigated , e.g., the effect of voting rul es that
have training error less than 0.5 - 6.

3.1

The Voting

Processes

Given the learnin g system £

= {(D, p), M , (R , 1/)} , let

I.;

be the number of classes for

the classification qu estion , and assum e n rules r 1 , r2, ... , rn ar c independ ently and identica lly drawn from th e rule space R with probability

measure v. Let Eo,Et, .. . , Ek- I be iid

Uniform(O, 1). Define the following:
1. q(ilx) = Evl(r( .x) = i).

2. Zn(ilx)

3. Rn(x)

5. m(x)

= °Z,}= LI(rj(x) = i).
= argmaxi(Zn(ilx)

= maxiq(ilx)

+ Ei)-

- max#i"q(Jl.x)

where iq

= argmaxiq(ilx)
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According to the definiti on, q(x )
sure on R at eac h point x . While

= (q(Olx), q(ll x), ... ,q(k - ll x)f is a frequency meaI/

can b e an abstract

measure on R , on ly q(x), t he

v-ind uced measure at each point x, is necessary. Therefore , we will discuss the questions in
terms of q(x).
Zn=(Zn(Olx), Zn(llx), ... , Zn(k - llx))T is the same in Chapter 2. Z11 (ilx) represents
the votes of the n rul es for class i. Proposition
the multinomial

distribution

2.2.3 in Chapter 2 shows that Z 11 follows

with paramete rs n and q(x).

Rn is the rul e resultin g from voting n rules, which is conven ient ly ca lled the n-voted
rule. The t:/s are added to deal with ties. As each

Ei

is less than 1, they won't change the

order of the Zn (i) 's if none of them are equal. When there are ties b etwee n two or more
classes , it is easy to see that adding iid

Ei

will break ties evenly. Qn(ilx) is the measure

induced by R 11 (x). It is t he relative frequency of Rn(x) being class i, the same as q(il x ) for
one sing le rule R1.

m(x) is t he margin for t he collect ion of decision rule s . It is a lready defined in Definition
2.2.4. It is nonnegative and is not related to the observed class given in t he training samp le.
The usual margin definition (Schapirc ct a l. [1998], Breiman [1999a]) des cr ib es t he difference
between the re lat ive frequ ency of beiug correct ly classified and the maximum of the relativ e
frequen cy of being classifi ed as class i -::/-Y. It is related to the observed or "t rue " class Y.
For examp le, Brciman [1999a] defines t he margin as:
(3.1)

mr(x , Y)

= Pe(r(x,

8)

= Y)

- max#y

Pe(r(x , 8)

= j).

The defin iti on give n here has virtues in that it depends on ly on t he collect ion of rul es, and
it measures how difficult it is for the collection of rules to discriminate

between the most

likely class a nd the next most likely class . It gives contro l over the rate of convergence as
shown in Theorem 3.1.5.
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3.1.1

Theoretical

Results

for Voting

Processes

This section contains two basic voting theorems that illustra te how voting works.
The
bias set consistency

theor em guarantees

that voting will not chan ge the bias set.

The

convergence theorem gives a bound on the rate of convergence in terms of
the margin
fun ct ion.

Proposition

3.1.1

(Consistency

of bias set, 2-class case)

L et U1, U2, ... , Un be iid Bernoulli

wh ere

E

~

(l,p) with p

2. If n is an odd nv.mb er, th en q11 + t(llx)

Proof: Let X

= I:)'cc
1 Ui , and

arc tru e:

> qn(llx).

= qn( ll x).

= Un+ I , then

Y

q,,+ 1 (llx)

=

L et

Uniform( -0 .5, 0.5) . The following statements

1. If n is an eve n number , th en qn+1(ll x)

When n

> 0.5 .

n + l

= P(X + Y > -

2

-

+ E).

2k is even ,
qn(llx)

1

= P(X > k) + P(X = k)
2

and

P(X
pP(X
pP(x
pP(X

>

1

+ Y 2'.k + 1)

+ 1 2'.k + 1) + (1 -

p)P(X

= k) + pP(X > k) + (1 =

k)

+ P(X > k)

2P(X = k) + P(X > k).

2'.K + 1)
p)P(X

> K)
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This shows qn+i (lj x) > qn(llx) for n even. The last inequality follows because the ass umption that p

> 0.5 . When

n

= 2k -

qn(llx)

1, an odd inte ger ,

= P(X 2'.k) = P(X > k) + P(X = K)

and

1

+ Y > k) + P(X + Y = k)
2
pP(X + 1 > k) + (1 - p)P(X > k) +
P(X

P(X > k)

+ pP(X = k) +

When X follows Binomial(2k-l,p),

pP(X

1

2(pP(X + 1 =

1

2(pP(X = k -

1)

+ (1 -

k)

+ (1 - p)P(X

= k)) .

p)P(X

= k-1) = (1 - p)P(X = k) =

= k))

g~ ~?r,Pk(l - p)k_

Th erefore:

This proves qn+1(llx)

P(X > k)

+ pP(X

P(X > k)

+ P(X = k).

= k)

+ (1 - p)P(X

= k)

•

= qn(llx) for the case of odd n.

Note: If we cons ider Ui to be the predict ion of a decision rule ri at some point x, th en
for the 2-class situ at ion where Y

=

{0, l} , qn(llx) defines the probability that then

vot ed

rules will predict x as of cla ss "l ". Propo siti on 3.1.1 says if eac h rul e has the same cha nce
p

> 0.5 of predicting

:r as of class "l ", then th e more rul es voted , the bigge r th e chanc e

x will be pr edi cte d as "l ". Consider a data point (x, y) with Cs(x)

=

1. If x is in the

unbi ased set U, then q(l lx) > 0.5 . In this case voting more rul es will incr ease qn(ll x). This
means qn (1 Ix) > 0.5, so x will b e in the unbiased set of the n voted rules. On th e other
hand , if x is in the bias set B, then q(llx) < 0.5. Voting n rul es will have qn(ll x ) < 0 .5.
Ther efore x will be in th e bias set of the n vot ed rul e. Combining both arguments,

it can

be concluded that for 2-class case , voting will not change the bias set or the unbias ed set.
For the multiclass case, the following result shows that votin g will not chan ge the bias
set. However , the monotonicity

property has not b een established.
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Theorem

(Consistency of bias set, general case)

3.1.2

Assum e the space of decision rules (R, q) is given. Let qn(ilx) be the probability that
voting
n rules predicts for class i. For any two classes i and j , q(ilx) > q(jlx ) impli es q
>
11 (ilx)
qn(jlx).
Proof: Without
Since the discussion

loss of generality,

we prov e q71 (0lx)

is for fixed x , x is dropped

> q71 (llx) when q(Olx) > q(llx).

in our notation.

ZJ1 = Z 11 (ilx), the numb er of votes for class "i " among then
= P(Z [f = io,

zr = i1, ... z;;_l = ik _ i).
1

Let qi = q(ilx) , and

rules, and P(io,i1 , ... ,ik-d

Then

qn( Olx )
~
L

L -1 P(l

P(Z

11

O

11
=io,. Z l =i . t ,···,

Z k11-

1

·
= Zk
- 1)

n

+

1= 2

l

of Z? 's ac hieve the maximum votes including Z ).
0

Not ice the ma ppin g that sw itches th e vot es for class "O" and " l " is one-to-one and
onto,
. su ffi cestos10I wt1at1
I
so 1t

·rz n =

(Z 011 , Z 111 ,

.. . ,

zn)
k- l

= (.io,i ·1 ,

. . .

· - l ),w 1t1ioamo
·1·
, ik
ugone

of the maximum votes, th en P(i 0 , i 1 , . . . , ik- t) 2: P(i 1,io,-•·,ik - l)- Th e lat er
ineq ua lity is
P(io,i,, .. . , ik _ i)
qo
·
_
..
tr ue because
(. .
.
) = ( - )' 0 ii, which 1s gre ater than 1 if io > i1 or eq ua l to
p Z I , ZQ1 • • • , Zk - I
ql
l if io = i I This indic a tes each term in the equ a tion above for q (Olx) is
greater than or
11
eq ual corresponding

terms in a similar eq uat ion for q11 (ll x ). Thus the theor em is prov ed.

•
Remark

3.1.3

It is possible to obtain a monotonicity result like the following: for the class

"imax ", which has the largest q(imax lx) , q11 (imax lx) increases as n in creases, while
for all
other classes i =/=imax, q11 ( i Ix) decreases. I have shown that the first part of the
claim is
tru e, but failed in proving the second part. Th eorem 3.1.5 below giv es a conv ergence
result
that says q,,(imaxlx ) converges to 1, while all other q71 (ilx ) will converge to 0. It
is also
possible that the monotonicity holds asymptotically.
We begin the convergence results with lemma for 2-class case.
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Lemma

3.1.4

(Convergence of voting process, 2-class case)

Assume the space of rules (R, q) is given, Y = {O, l}. If m( x) = q(0l:r) - q(llx) >
0, with
E

~ Unif(

- 1, 1), then

(3.2)

P(Zn(0lx)

:=:;Z 11 (llx))

Proof: We on ly prove for odd case n

:=:;(4q(Olx)q(llx))½

= 2k + 1.

=

(1 - m 2(x)) ~

The even n case is similar and is skipped .

For simplicity of the proof, denote q(0lx) by q. Notic e for the 2-class case , q(0lx)-q(
llx)
implies q

= q(0lx) > 0.5,

>0

or ~ < 1. Now
2k+ I

(
)
~
2k+l
! (1 - )i 2k+ l- i
L
q q
. k
i.·1(2k
~ + 1 - i·)'.
i=
+l
2k+ l
(
)
l(1 - q)k + l
2k+l!
(1 - qr - k- ,
. k
i!(2k
+
1
i)!
q
i = -+ l

L

<

k(l q

2f1

)k+l

q

i = k+ l

The last inequality holds becaus e ~ < 1 and i 2 k

+

(2k + l)!
i !(2k + 1 - i) 1

1. From Binomial di st ributi on , we

have
2k+ I

(2k + l)!
L i!(2k
----+ 1-

. k

i=

Using

jT¥-again,

+l

i)!

= -1

22k+ I_

2

we finally obtain the needed inequality:

P(Z2k +d0lx) :=:;Z2k+ 1(llx)) < (4q(l - q)) r

D
Since m(x)
with CD(x)

> 0, the right-hand side of 3.2 tends to zero as

n---+ 0. Consider a point x

= 1. If .1: is from the unbiased set , then q(ll x ) - q(0lx) > 0. In this cas e, Lemma

3.1.4 says that th e chance then voted rule makes an incorrect prediction (i.e. , predicts
x to
be from class "O" ) will go to Oas n (the number of rules getting voted) goes to
oo. It also
gives a bound for this convergence. In order to guar antee a misclassification error
less than
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E,

· o f·
a samp Ie size

1og

2 log (€)

(

1-m

2

(

x

))

will be enough. T l1is Iemma a lso in d.1cates t l1at t he sma 11
er

the margin , the bigge r th e samp le size needed to obta in satisfactory

Theorem

3.1.5

misclassification

error.

(Convergence of voting process, gen eral case)

Assum e the space of decision rules (R , q) is giv en. If io = argmaxiq(ilx ), and
m(x)
q(iolx) - maxifi

0

q(ilx) > 0, then EZn(ilx)

=

nq(ilx).

We have the f ollowing bound of

convergence :

(3.3)

Proof: F irst of a ll, we notice:
k- l

(3.4)

P(Zn(iolx)

< maXifi 0 (Zn(iJ.1:)) :S

L P(Zn(iolx)

< Zn(ilx)).

i= I

It suffices to show:

(3.5)
Without loss of general ity, we ass um e io = 0, and we wa 11t Lo show:

Now

P( Zn (0lx) :S Zn (l Ix))

n

n .I

~

~

l'(
l)'. . . L.,
-- O . n l . <.
l
io+II = ,io
_ II
L.,

~

X

L.,
;·1+;3+
0
0

<

·•

+·lk -

·

I

·

.

.

io lJ
-. -,,.- , qo q1
io .z1.

(n - l)!

- n - li2 ....

1-

l'•

i2

ik-1

,q 2 ... qk - 1

ik - l ·
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Notice the last inequality
probability

holds due to Lemma 3.1.4. When conditioned on io

P(Zn(0lx) ~ Zn(llx)IZn(0lx)

+ i 1 = l , th e

I

+ Zn(llx)) < (4qoq1)2. We a lso

have:

1 - ( ✓<io - fih)2
1-

(qo - q1)2
(y'rfo + 0J!)2
2

m (x)
- < 1 - -----'-qo + q1 + 2.,fiioqj

<
Finally Equations
Remark

3.1.6

1-

1

2

m (x) .

2

•

3.4 and 3.5 compl ete the proof.

This theorem giv es th e conv ergenc e rat e of voting process es. For th e mu l-

ticlass situation , th e bound is on th e margin m(x).

Notic e that at differ ent x , th e margin

rn( x ) may be diff erent , and th e rate of conv ergenc e will diff er accordingly.
This is particularly

clear for th e 2-class situation , wh ere m(x)

= lq(llx) - q(0lx )I-

If

rn( x ) is close to 0, th en it will be hard to dis criminat e betw een th e two class
es, and th e
con ve 1'.q
e n ce will be slo w, so lots of rul es will be n eeded in order to achi eve good accura
cy
at x . Alt ernativ ely, it m ean s iid voting is not effi cient in reducing error s for
hard points ,
wh ere m( x ) is close to 0. Adaboost {Freund and Schapir e {1997}) focus es on
th es e hard
points in th e lat er stag es . Th erefor e, th ese hard points are corr ectly classifi ed
mor e oft en .
This rais es th e ma1'.qin of th ese points , and this may be a reason why Adaboost
p erforms so
well for many datas ets.

Figure 3.1 shows the qn(llx) for four different points , each with a different q1(llx)
value.
For a point with

(]1 (llx)

= 0.9 , m(x) = 0.8 , the convergenc e occurs quickly. Within 10 rules ,

(Jn(ll x) has reached 1.0. However, for a point with qi(llx)
not set in even aft er 500 rules are voted.

= 0.53,

the convergence still has

In real data , there might be quite a few points

with q1 (1 Ix) close to 0.5 , and the low prediction accuracy for these points may
hinder the
overa ll prediction accuracy.
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The rate of convergence for different margin
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F igur e 3. 1. T he qn(Il x ) versus n
Corollary

3.1. 7 (Zero- One law of the voting process)

Assume the space of rules (R , q) is given , io = wgm,ax;q(i l.T ).

If rn(x )

q(io lx) -

max ;f; 0 q(ilx) > 0, then
1. (Jn(iolx ) ---+ 1, for n---+

oo.

2. qn('ilx ) ---+ 0, for n---+ oo , for i =/-io.

Proof: No ti ce t hat , for i =/-i 0 ,
qn(ilx) = P (Zn (ilx) > maxjt; (Z n(jlx )

+ 1:1)) <

P(Z n(ilx ) > Zn (iolx )

T hen T heorem 3. 1.5 comp letes th e proo f for i =I-i . T he i
0

+ 1:0)

= io case th en follows because

D
Thi s Coro llary gives a t heoreti ca l ju stifi ca tion th a t votin g will sta bilize th e class ifica
ti on.
It says t hat vot ing infinit ely ma ny dec ision ru les will fina lly pr edi ct x to be from
th e cla ss
i 0 whi ch has th e largest q(ilx ). Now if a rgmax p(i/ x ) = i , i.e., C a( x ) = io , th
en x is in
0
th e Unbi ase d set . In thi s case, votin g wi ll pr edi ct x to b e from class i with
pr ob abili ty
0
1. However , it could ha pp en th a t argmaxp(i/ .T) =/-io, th en votin g will pr edict
x to b e
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from a class that is not the same as Bayes rul e predicts . Thus it actually increas
es the
misclassification

error at x. Wheth er voting will improve th e overall pr edi ction accurac y

or not depends on the probability

measure of the bias set B and the margin m(x ) at th e

points in B. This will b e further discuss ed at the end of this section.
Not e that Corollary 3.1.7 can be viewed as a Zero-On e law for voting process es.
If we
let An

A

=

= Uk=l

{RnlRn(x)

= io}, then An = ni =/=io{Zn(iolx)

> (Zn(ilx) + <=i)}. Further let

nn =k ooAn, the set of x for which is contained by all An for n big enough. Now all

r/s are iid , and all Zn(ilx) are symmetric in the r/s.

The Zero -One law of Hew itt -Savage

(Billingsley [1995], Chow and Teich er [1997]) then says eith er P(A)

= 0, or P(A) = 1. This

means eith er all n vot ed rules will predict x to be of class "io", or none of these
rul 0s wi ll
pr edict

.'.C

3.1.2

Analyzing the Voting
Generalization
Error

to b e of class "io" .

Effect for

Assuming that th e lea rnin g system [, = {(V , p) , M , (R , I/)} is given, we can partition
int o k regions, A1= {xlargmax iq(ilx)

= l} , l

X

= 0, 1, . .. , k - 1. Th en t he gene rali zat ion error

EL of the lea rning system, i.e., th e classificat ion error for one dec ision rul e is

l
1

la

e (x )Px( dx ) +

k- 1

e (X) Px (dx )

U

wher e e(x) = 1 -

1
I::7=0=p(ilx)q(ilx)

e(x)Px(dx)

+L

l= O

r

j BnA1

e (X)Px (dx)

as given in definition 2.2.5.

The error for votin g n rul es, is similar:

En=

J

k- 1

en(x)Px(dx)

U

with en(x ) = 1 -

+L

j

r

en (x)Px(d x )

l = O D nA1

1
I::7=0=p(ilx)qn(ilx).

Now for any x E Ai, Corollary 3.1.7 says qn(llx) --+ 1, and Qn(ilx) --+ 0, for a ny
i
Therefor e, en (.1:)--+ 1 - p(llx).

=/ l.

Now if we vote infinit ely many rules, the corresponding
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misclassification
Evoted

error will be

= lim

En=

n---+oo

f

}U

k- l

(1 - p(Ca( x)lx))Px (dx)

+L

l =O

Wh et her voting will reduce the generalization

(

j Bn.4 1

(1 - p(llx))Px(dx).

er ror depends on the reduction of error in

the unbias ed set and the possible incre ase in error on the bias set.
For the 2-class question, a similar calculation gives:
Eane - Evoted

where CNa(x)

=

l 11-l 11-

2p(0lx)lq(CNa(x)lx)Px(dx)

1 - CB (x), representing

2p(0l.1:)lq(Ca(x)lx)Px(dx)

the class that is not the class the Bay es ru le

predicts.
Therefore , whether voting will improv e the genera lization errors depends on whether
the improv ement on the unbi ased set is greater than the increased error in the bias
set. For
most classifiers, the unbias ed set is bigger, so votin g will usually improv e the classifica
tion
error. The formula a lso indicates that we ca n eas ily construct an ensemb le of rules
for which
voting will increase the genera lization error.
3.2

Weak and Strong

The idea of consistency

Consistencies

of a statistic

stat istic is shown to be consistent,

concerns its behavior for a large sample.

If a

then it will work well if we have infinit ely many data.

How many data we need to get a desired accuracy depends on the variance of the
statistic.
Maximum likelihood estimate and method of moments est imat es are two general
principles
that will produce cons istent est imat ors. They are considered to be universally
consistent
under some regularity

conditions

(Lehman [1983]). For other methods, whether they are

consi stent or not may be related to the distributions

In classification , it is eq ually important

und er consideration.

that our classifiers should work well when we

hav e enough data. CART, KNN and a rtificial neural networks(ANN)
tent (Breiman et al. [1984], Fix and Hodges [1951], Rumelhart

are univ ersa lly consis-

et al. [1986]). We introduce
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a new kind of consistency

idea, which we call weak consistency.

The rel at ionship between

weak consistency (defined below) and strong consistency (Definit ion 1.1 .4) is discu
ssed . We
also define the efficiency of a classification method to b e the Bayes devi ance defined
in Chapter 2. In classific at ion , it 's usually hard to obtain an analytical
err or. We plan to use simulation

3.2.1

Definition

Definition

3.2.1

formula for classification

to study the efficiency probl em.

of Weak Consistency
(Weak consis tency)

Assume th e learning syst em L

= {(V , p) , M , (R , q)}

is given , CB is th e Bayes rul e for V , Tn

is a random training se t of size n. Let q(n)(i [x) = Prn (r( x, Tn, M) = i), i = 0,
1, ... , k - l.
Then a m ethod M is said to be weakly consisten t if
Px(argmaxi

q(n)(ilx)-/-

Cs(x))---+

T he d efinition of strong consiste ncy (Chapter

0, as n---+ oo.

1) is given by Devroye et al.

[1996].

They a lso give a definition for weak consiste ncy, but it is imm ed iate ly shown that
the two
definitions are the same.

In our notat ion, Devroy e ct a l. [1996] ddin cd the error of a

decision rul e obtained t hroug h Tn:
L(Tn)

= Px ,y(r(X, T M)-/- Y).
11 ,

T hen strong consistency means:
L(Tn) ---+ Ee, with probability

1.

Weak cons istency means:

Notice her e the strong consistency

is convergence in probability , and weak consisten cy is

eq uiv a lent to convergeuce in measure. Sin ce L(Ti , ) is bounded b etwe en Ee and
1, the two
types of convergence are equival ent.
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Our definition of wea k consistency
The set En

=

{xlargmaxi

is a weaker condition than the strong consistency.

q(n)(ilx) -=/Ca(x)) is th e bias set of applying met hod M

training sets of size n. For any

ff_ En, th e collection of rul es picks the prediction

.T

by the Bayes rule more often than any other class.
probability

Weak consistency-requires

011

all

given

that the

measure of En tends to O as n goes to oo so that at every point, x will be

predict ed right on average. Therefore, it is quite a weak condition.
shows that strong consistency

impli es weak consistency.

method and PERT will be weakly consistent.
the assumed data structure

below

We will also show that the NN

However, for some parametric

has a discrepancy with the true structure,

method will not be weakly consistent.

The proposition

We discuss the relationship

methods,

if

it is possible that the

between the two type s of

consistency. We a lso give an examp le for which LDA does not satisfy the weak
cons istency
condition.

We give an application

of the voting theorem with respect to co11sistency, then

finally prove some results for the NN method.
Proposition

3.2.1

(Relations hip between weak and strnng consistency)

Given the Learning syst em L

=

{(V,p), M , (R , q)}, if At

=

{xjp( Ca (x )lx )

=

p (ij:r:), for

som e i -=f.CB (x)} satisfies Px (At) = 0, then M being strongly consistent implies M
will be
weakly consist ent.
Proof: A stronger result for q(ilx) is proved, i.e., if M is strongly consistent, then
with
probability

1, q(Ca(x)lx)

= 1 and q(ilx) = 0, for any i-=/-Ca(.r).

At each point .r, Formula 2.27 renders:

en(x)

Px ,Y (r(x, Tn, M) -=/Y)
Px ,Y(Ca(x) =I-Y)

+

L

(p(Ca(x)lx)

i,tCa(x)

> Px ,Y(Ca(x) =I-Y) ..
Now since

E 11

= f en(x)Px(dx) ,

lx

- p(ij.r))q(ij.r)
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and
Ee=

!~,Y

=/-Y)Px(dx)

P(Ce(x)

.

Therefore , En ---+ Ee, together with 3.6 implies that except for a set of zero probabili
ty,

L

(p(Ce(x)/x)

- p(i/x))q(i/x)

---+ 0.

i,tCa(x)

Now the set {x/p(Ce(x)/x)
0 with probability
argmaxiq(i/x)

Example
Let £,
1ro

> 0 for some i} has probability 0, therefore q(i/x) =

1 for all i =/-Ce(x).

= Ce(x)

3.2.2

- p(i/x)

with probability

This means that q(Ce(x)/x)

1.

Therefore,

1.

D

(LDA is not weakly consistent

= {(D , p) , M,

=

when the normality

assumption

fails)

(R , q)} be giv en. L et th e two classes hav e th e same prior probability

= 1r1 = 0.5 wdh densi ti es:

Class "O": fo( x)

= pnorm(.T

, - 1, 1),

Class "l ": ft (x)

= pnorm(x

, 1, 1)I( .7; < 1)

+ pnorm(

.T, 1, 2)/(x ~ 1).

wher e pnorm( x, µ , a) repr esents th e densi ty fun ction of N(p ,, a 2 ) at x. Th en lh
e Bayes rule
Ce (x) = "O", ifx
LD A cut

3.2.2

= v2n
b.

< 0, and Ce(x)= "l " oth erwise. How eve r, lh e asymptoti c LDA line is:
Ther efor e, th e bias se t is {x /0 < x

The iBoost

<

b }.

v2n

Algorithm

Weak consistency addresses questions about th e average behavior as n becomes
big. Intuitively it is expected that voting indep end ent rul es obtained through rep etitiv ely
applying
a weakly consistent method would produce the Bayes rule. One such algorithm
is invented
that turns a weak classifier M into a strong classifier M Boost· We call this algorithm
iBoost
(i.e. , iid boosting) as compared to the distribution-free

boosting algorithm of Schapire [1990]

a nd Freund [1995] (to b e discussed next) .

The iBoost

algorithm

1. Choose a sequence k(n) such that:

k(n) ---+ oo, and

k~n)

---+ 0.
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2. For given training data Tn of size n, randomly partition Tn int o k
with eac h gro up containing

I sample

= k(n)

sub-gro ups ,

dat a .

3. Apply M to eac h subgroup and obta in k d ecision rules.
4. Let r(., Tn, MiBoost) b e the vote d rul e .
Theorem

3.2.3

(Boosting theorem for iid voti ng)

Assum e th e learning sys tem [, = {(D,p), M, (R , q)} is given. If M is weakly consist
ent, the
derived m ethod M Boost is strong ly consis tent.
Proof: Notice that M being weakly cons istent impli es that the siie of the bias
set will

go to 0. For a ny
Px(Ac)

<

E.

E

> 0, there ex ists N( such that A( = {x!argmaxiq(il x )

Now for any x

tt A (,

when

k[!i )

> N( , argmaxiq(ilx)

=/:-C u( x) } sa.tisfies

= Cu(x).

As k(n) a lso

goes to oo, Corollary 3.1.7 g uara nt ees that r((. , Tn, MiBoost) go es to Ca(x) . T
his prov es
T heor em 3.2.3.
Remark

3 .2.4 H ere k(n)

th en variations
Now

k[:,)

D
is th e numb er of ind epend ent ru les .

Wh en k(n)

tends to oo ,

will be reduc ed to 0. This guarante es th e conv ergen ce of the voting prncess .

is th e siz e of each subgroup , and

k(~) goes

to oo, so th e weak consist ency of M

guarant ees that th e probability m easur e of th e Bias set of M wi ll go to 0. This
guarante es
that th e converg ence occurs towards th e right class at almo st ev ery point in the f
eature spa ce.

A natural question for this met hodo logy is: why sho uld we want to partition

the data

at a ll? Might it be better if we ju st feed the data a ll at once to the or igina l method
M?
The NN method is a nontrivial exa mpl e for our bo ost ing theorem.

Since NN fits every

trai nin g sam ple perfectly , it will suffer extra loss at and around those training
points th at
come from a class different from the Bayes pr edi ction at those p oints . In thi s case,
no matt er
how much dat a we hav e, the error of the NN met hod will be bigg er than ea. However
, the
error of the vot ed NN rul e will go to ea. The propo sition below actually shows
that for
the 2-class case , th e a pproxim ate er ror of NN will be greater than ea (unless
e!J

=

0).
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Therefore , NN is not strong consistent,

and the voting met hodology helps to improve its

prediction accuracy.
Proposition

3.2.5

(NN is not strongly consistent)

Assum e that a data structure D

= {X , n , f}

is giv en, with all

Ji(x ) continuous.

Th en th e

asymptotic error of NN is
(3.6)

1L

EN N =Ea+

(p(Ca( x )lx) - p(ilx))p(ilx)

Px(d x )

X i,i.Cn(x)

Th erefor e, EN N will be great er than EB unless Ea

= 0.

Proof: At a ny fixed point x, a nd with a training d ata of size n, Formula 2.27 gi ves:
en (x )

Px ,v(N N(x , T 11 , M)
Pxy(Ca

(x )

-=I-Y)

-=I-Y)

L

+

(p(CB( x)lx ) - p(ilx))qn(il x ) .

i,i.CR(x)

The Strong Law of Larg e N umb ers ren d ers q11 (ilx) --+ p(i lx ) as sa mpl e size goes
to oo. An
int egra l over the data space gives th e Equation 3.6
T he proposition

•

a l>ove ca n l>e used to obt a in a bound on th e asym p tot ic error for

NN method , which is a lso given in Hand [198 1].

Wh en k

=

2, our result reduces to

EN N < 2E B ( 1 - EB) , which is already obtained by Cove r and Hart [1967] and Stone
[1977].
Proposition

3.2.6

For the k-class ques tion , the asymptotic error EN N for NN method can

be bound ed by:
k

(3.7)

ENN < 2Ea - -Ei.
k - 1

Proof: First of a ll, Th e Bayes error Ea
P(Y

(3.8)

-=I-Ca(x))

= 1-

p(Ca(x)lx).

Ea

=

Pxy(Y

-=I- Ca

Th erefore, we hav e :

= f

lx 1 -

p (Ca (x) Ix ) Px (dx) .

(X)).

At given point x,
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Now according to 3.6, we hav e:

ENN

= Ea+

1L
-1

p(Ca(x)lx)p(il.x)Px(dx)

X i,tCa(x)

2Ea

-1 L

2

p (ilx)Px(dx)

X i #C a( x)

(l - p(Ca(x)lx))

2

Px(dx)

X

-1 L

2

p (ilx)P-x(dx).

X i#Ca(x)

Applying the Cauchy-Schwarz

L

Inequality, we have:

p 2 (ilx)Px (dx)

>

1
k - 1(

i #C a( x)

L

p(ilx))2

i #C a(x)

1
k_

2

1

(1 - p(C (x )lx )) .

Combining them , we hav e:

E NN S 2 E FJ -

1

k
( 1 - p( CB (x) I.x) )2Px (dx).
k - 1 x

--

Another app licat ion of the Cauchy-Schwarz

I.(l-

p(Cs( x )lx)) 2 Px(d x )

In eq uality (Integral case) gives the inequality:
2

>

(/'\ 1 - p(Ca( x )lx)Px(dx))

>

E1.

Combine this inequality with the previous one, we prove the proposition.
Theorem

•

3.2. 7 NN is weakly consis tent, and the voted NN will be strongly consistent.

Note: The weak consistency

of NN will be proved in th e next section.

Th e strong consis tency

of voted NN can be obtained by using Th eorem 3.2.3 .

3.2.3

Bayes Deviance
Criterion

as a New Efficiency

In section 2.3 , we hav e defined the Bayes deviance. The equation (2.27) is a lso obta
ined
that says the m isclassification

error is positively proportiona l to Bayes deviance.

Bayes
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d eviance is a very import a nt conc ept in und ersta ndin g th e votin g b ehavior as see
n in section
2.3 a nd section 3.1. We will furth er discu ss it s rol e as a n efficien cy measure for classifica
t ion
meth od.
For con venience, th e d efiniti ons of p ointwi se Bayes devia nce de (x ) a m:l th e tot
al Bayes
de via nce are res tate d b elow:
(3.9)

(3.10)

da (x )

De

Pr (r( x, T , M) -/- Ca (x )) ,
( de (x )p(dx ).

},y

At ea ch point x, de( x ) repr esents th e average di screpancy of th e decision rul
es from
t he Bayes rul e. Noti ce th e Bayes pr edi ction CB (x ) is rea lly th e "right " class
we wa nt to
pin down ; th erefore, th e de (x ) repr esent s th e amount of d eviation of pr ed ict ion
s made by
th e collect ion of rul es from th e "right " class. T herefore Bayes devia nce ca n b e
used as a n
efficiency meas ur e of a class ifica tion meth od. Th e ra t e of converge nce of th e
meth od is
repr esente d by th e orde r of co nvergence of D 13 as a fun cti on of tra inin g size n.
Not ice t he usua l mi sclass ifica tion erro r is also a cri te rion to dete rmin e how efficient
a
class ifica ti on me th od is. Fri edm a n [1997] pr opose d to m odel t he efficiency of meth
od M by

e(d, N) wit h th e formul a:
(3. 11)

e(d,n )

= c(d) * n -r(d)

I

wh ere d is th e dim ension of th e featur e spa ce, N is th e sa mpl e size, c(d) is a sca
le factor ,
a nd r (d) repr ese nts th e ra te of conv ergence. No ti ce th a t both c(d) and r(d) d ep
end on th e
class ificat iou m et hod . An efficient class ifier will have sm all r(d) .
Thi s is shown to give quit e sensibl e result s for his exa mpl es. Howeve r , th e exa mpl
es he
used have Bayes error equ a l to 0. Wh en th e Bayes error is nonzero , th en e(d,
n) will b e
confound ed with Bayes error , and will not go to O as t he sa mpl e size n goes
to oo. Thi s
mak es use of e(d, n) as a n efficien cy measur e less attra ctiv e.
Th e Bayes d evianc e do es not have thi s probl em. It has th e followiu g adva nt ages:
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1. It does NOT contain th e Bay es error. For a strong-consistent

method , it will go to 0

when sample size n goes to oo, even though the Bayes error is not 0.
2. It repres ents the variance idea for classification

while the usu al classification

error

does not.
3. For oversensitive met hod, it has the meaning of " influ ence area." Each "ba
d point "
controls an area in its neighborhood

that will introduce extra error.

The Bayes dev ianc e also repres ents an int eresting variation idea wh en the the
classification method M is weakly consistent.
probability

Notice that weak consistency

implies that th e

measure of th e bias set goes to O as the training size n goes to oo. So th at as n

is big, for almost a ll x in th e feature space, argmaxiq(ilx)

= Ca(x),

i.e., the aggregated rule

will pr ed ict x to be the same class the Bayes rul e predicts x to be. In this case,
we hav e:
dB(x)

= Fr(r(x,

T, M)

i- aggregated

If we consider the agg regated rul e as the counterpart

rul e at x).

of the samp le mean, then the Daycs

deviance simply represe nts the variance idea. From formula 2.27, we also get th
e followiug
bound on the misclassification
Py ,r(r(xlT)

where M(x)

= max i,icc

8

erro r:

i- Y) :S PdCs(x)

(x)(p(Cs (x )l x ) - p(ilx)),

i- Y) + ds(x)M(x),
the distributional

margin. It is also clear

that the classi fication method is strongly consistent if the Bayes deviance goes
to O as the
training size n goes to oo .
One disadvantage

of Bayes deviance is it is hard to estimate.

Bayes rule is not known.
possible.

Therefore,

an em pirical estimation

A study on how to obtain an unbiased estimate

On most occasions , the
of Bayes deviance is not

for Bayes deviance would be

inter est ing.
However, to compare the efficiency of different classification methods, we can use
artificial data distribution s for which the Bayes rule can be obtained.

In Chapter 5, we will design
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larg e simulation studies to compare th e efficiency of clas sification methods introduc
ed in
sect ion 1.2.

3.2.4

Relation to Boosting
the PAC Framework

Theory

in

Our boosting theorem is given in a setting that is quit e different from th e PAC (possibly
always correct) framework.

For th e iBoost algorithm,

ind epend ent a nd identically distributed

the decision rul es are obtained from

training datas ets . Ther efore, each decision rul e is

considered to be ind ep end ent a nd from the same underlying rul e space . The PAC
framework
was introduc ed by Kea rns and Va liant [1988]. Breiman [1998a] also ga ve a clea r
desc ription
in statistical

la ngua ge.

PAC lea rnin g is consid ered to be distribution-fr ee lea rning.

A

boosting algorithm aims to convert a wea k classifier into a strong classifier. A wea
k lea rner
in the PAC setting means that , for a ny sma ll numb ers

E

and J, a nd any dat a dist ribution ,

t he lea rn er (class ificat ion met hod) has a chance of at least
has error less than 0.5 chance of at least 1.0 -

o of findin g a

decision rul e that

A stro ng lea rn er in the PAC fram ework requires that with a

E.

o,the

lea rn er can find a decision rul e that has error less th a n

E.

So

a strong lea rn er is very desirable as it generates acc ur ate decision s for a lmost
a ll versions
of the training data.

A boosting a lgorithm in PAC lenrn ing works by repetitively

"better-than-random-guess

finding

" rul es, then com bining these weak rul es into a n a rbitr ar ily good

class ifier. So th eir wea k clas sifier is different from ours in that our meas ur e is
on the rul e
space Pr(r(x , T , M)

-I-CB) ,

but for PAC lea rning , the error meas ur e is on th e data space.

The re seems to be a conjugacy betw eeu boosting in th e PAC framework a nd the
iid voting.

It might b e an inter est ing qu est ion to exp lore.
The votin g th eorem (Th eore m 3.1.5) pr esent ed here is more like th e sample mea
n in
point es tim a tion. Assume that at eac h point

.1:,

the rul es are on average right , i.e .. the bias

set is empty . Then Th eorem 3.1.5 says that voting ma ny rul es will finally reprodu
ce the
Bayes rul e. Notic e th a t some non-p a ram etric methods such as KNN and CART
ac hieve
consist ency beca use th ey ac tually do "local voting. " In Chapt er 4, we revis e th
e PERT to
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give PERT2 , whi ch is also consistent as a result of "loca l voting" (see sect ion 3.3 below).
The
way we choose how to pa rti t ion the feature space only influ ences th e est imation
C'fficiency.

3.3

Voting with NN Method
In thi s section, furth er di scussion are mad e for voting behav ior a nd it s applic atio
n to

NN met hod s. An int erest in g result is prov ed that shows the bias and variance
trade-off
involved in the votin g behavior. For convenience, we restrict our dis cussion to
th e 2-class
case. The results ca n eas ily be genera lized to the multicl ass case .

3.3.1

k-NN Viewed

as Voting k NNs

Suppose the data st ru ct ur e V

= {X,

1r,

J} is given . We want to predict the clas s of a

given point x EX . Suppose the training set T

=

{(x1,Yt),(x2,Y2) , ... ,(xn,Yn)}

is a lso

given . The NN method predicts the class of x to be the class of the nearest neighb
or of x in
the tra inin g data T. The k-N N method picks t he k nearest neig hb ors {x(ll,

x( 2), ...

, x (k)}

of x from T. Then it predicts x to be the majority class of these k neighb ors.
Not ice this
voting ca n be viewed as voting ind epende nt rul es. Herc eac h neighb or corre spond
s to a
decision rul e, and the prediction of t he resulting rule is actua lly t he label of that
neighbor.
Now if the train ing set is very big so t hat a ll di,; neighbors of x have p(llx (i))::::::p
ll( x),
then Lemma 3.1.1 says t hat voting these rules will impr ove the prediction
practice, some of the k nea rest neighbors may hav e p(llx(i)) < p(llx).

acc ur acy . In

The question 1s:

Under what condition s will it be sti ll better if we vote them?

3.3.2

A Heuristic Discussion
Two More Neighbors

on Voting

Lemma 3.1.1 discusses the question of whether addin g one more decision rul e m
ay help
in the case when a ll rul es a re ind epe nd ent and have the same q(llx).

It was observed th ere

that the acc ur acy is improv ed only when n is a n even numb er. It mea ns that if
eac h tim e
we add two rul es, then a n improv ement will be ac hieved. To avoid th e eve n/ odd
difference,
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we discuss the case of voting rules of odd totals only. There is no loss of genera
lity here as
far as the ide as are concerned .
Suppose there are two ind epe ndent random variables X and Y. X

p

~ Bin(2n

- l , p) has

> 0.5 , representing the votes for 2n - 1 rules , and Y ~ Bin(2, q), representing the votes

for two new rules to be added.

We want to find a condition under which voting X and Y

will do better than just using X. We obtain the following result.

Proposition

3.3.1

Y are independent.

Suppose X
Then P(X

~ Bin(2n

- l,p) with p

> 0.5, Y

+ Y 2: n + l) > P(X 2: n)

~ Bin(2,q),

if and only if q >

l

q

or->---===
p
p + Jp(l

and X and

fa
fa+jl=p

- p)

Proof:
P(X

+ Y 2: n + l)

P (X

+ Y 2: n + 1, Y

(1 - q) 2 P(X 2: n

+r/P(X

0 or Y = l or Y = 2)

=

+ l) + 2q(l

2: n)

- q)P(X

2: n - l)

(1 - q) 2 [P(X 2: n) - P(X

= n)] + 2q(l

+ q2 [P(X 2: n)

- l)]

P(X 2: n)

+ P(X = n

+ q2P(X

- q)P(X

= n - 1) - (1 - q) 2 P(X

2: n)

= n).

Therefore,

P(X

+ Y 2: n + 1) -

P(X 2: n)

q2P(X = n - l) - (1 - q) 2 P(X = n)
2 (2n - l)! n q (n - l)' .n.,P

1(

1- p

)n

- (1 - q)2 (2n - l)! pn(l - p)71- 1,
n!(n - l)!
which is positive iff
q2(1 - p) - (1 - q) 2p

>0

i.e. , iff
q

> fa+ jl=p

q

or p-

1
Jp(l - p)

>---===
p

+
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Figure 3.2 gives th e lower limit for the quoti ent ~ such that voting two mor e rul
es may
help. T he minimum of the quoti en t is about 0.83. Thi s mea ns that if we want to
vote mo re
rul es and still want to get an improv ement in pr edi ct ion accuracy , we have to
have q at
least as big as 0.83p.
In other words , thi s means th at voting more rul es may not help to improv e the accuracy
if q is too small, even thou gh it is still greater than 0.5. Th e reaso n lies in the
bi as and
vari a nce trade-off of the vari a bles Z 1 = nx_and Z2 =
2 1
prediction

1 is: qx (llx) = P(Z

1

> 0.5), similarly

t~:i;Th?.e prob a bility that

Qx +Y(llx) = P( Z2

X gives

> 0.5). Although

voting mor e rules will stabilize the fina l voted rul e, it will redu ce the exp ectati
on of Z1.
Th e following a re the expectat ion and variance of Z1 a nd Z2.

2 var(Z)
·

I

=

p(l - p)

(2n-l)'

If the distributions
<!>(/:.,
~

5

var

J

1

).

var(Z)

2

=

p( I - p) -

(2n - l)

[

Bnp( I -p)

(2n+i)2(2n

- l) -

2 q( l - q) ]
(2n+l) 2 ·

of Z 1 a nd Z2 are ass um ed to b e nor mal, t hen P(Zi > 0.5)

=

1 -

Therefore , it is p oss ible that red ucing the variance will not compensate

for

the extra erro r incurr ed by reducing t he expectat ion .
For a real situ at ion, the question of vot ing more neighbors ca n be even more comp
licated.
Assume we want to es tim ate the class for point x, the three nea rest neighb ors a rc
x 1, x2, x3,
respectively.

Now wh en we try to decide whet her to vote using x2 a nd x3 or not , it may

happe n that q(ll x2) > q(l lxi) and q(lj x3)

< q(lj.1:i), i.e., only one

q is large r than p. Th en

t he question of wh ether to take the ext ra rul es into the voting ca n b e even ha rd er.
If we le t

p

= q(lj .ri) , )q = q(ilx2) > q(il.1:)a nd >-2 = q(ij.1:3) < q(ilx).

Then simil a r reasoning gives

the following condition for a n improv ement in voting ext ra rul es:

From this inequality , it is very po ssible that addin g two ext ra neighbors won't hurt
mu ch .
This gives a n int erpr eta tion for what we observed in Fri edm a n 's [1997] figur e 8.2.
Friedman
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Lower limit for q/p
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Figure 3.2. The lower limit for q so that ad ding the two rul es will help
[1997] ca rri ed out a simulation

to investigate

how to choose I,; for the k-NN method . He

observed that for k-NN , the minimum ge nera lizat ion err or is obtained

at a lar ge k valu e.

For a training sa mple of size 3200, the optimal k is abo ut 1200. He a lso observ ed
that wh en
k is b etwee n 500 a nd 2000, the k-NN met hod produ ces similar ge11craliz a Lio11
erro r. This is

what our ana lys is indi cates.

3.3.3

A Simulation

The data structure
of two classes.

Study

for Choosing

k

Friedman used has O Bayes er ror , and it is uniform on th e space

In this case p(llx)

is eith er O or l.

For points away from the boundary ,

the neighb ors will usua lly have eq ua l q a nd p. We ca rry out a simil a r simul atio
n to check
whether what Friedman observed is still true for the more general case when the
Bayes error
is nonz ero. Our simulation gives affirmative conclusions .
Example

3.3.2

This is a 2-c lass ques tion with a 20- dim ensio nal f eal'ure space . Th e class

condi tional distr·ibution is:
class 0:

x 1

is N(-0.2 , 0.16) ,

class 1:

xi

is N(0 .2, 0.16) ,
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and all oth er f eatur es are ind epend ent Uniform(-1 , 1) .

Notice th e ind epend ent uniform variabl es serve as nuis a nce variabl es to redu ce the
efiiciency
of the NN method . To put it anoth er way, th ey ma ke a larger k nec essary to obt
a in good
perform a nce.
Th e size of th e training data is fixed to be 300 . A test set sampl e of size 10000
is set
asid e b efore the training set is chos en. Th en we apply th e k-NN method with
different k
va lues. For ea ch k , we run the exp eriment 20 tim es. Th e test set misclassific a
tion erro rs
a rc avera ged to give the estimat e of th e errors for this k.
Fi gur e 3.3 is very similar to Friedm a n 's [1997] figur e 8.2. It shows th a t for class ification
,
la rge k valu es a re needed to give an optim al performan ce for th e k-NN met hod
. A lso t he
wid e va lley indicat es that for many int erm ediat e values of k, votin g extra neighb
ors will not
help to improv e th e p erform a nce.

3.3.4

The Proof

of Weak Consistency

of NN

T he followin g lemm a says th at if th e supp ort of a pr oba bilit y density is bound ed
, th en
t he pro bability t ha t a t leas t one point will fall in a ny sma ll hypercub e of length

o will

go

to 1 as th e trainin g size n goes to oo.
Lemma

3.3.3

Let X be a d-dim ensional random vec tor with a continuous

probability den-

sity Jx( x ). A ss um e that S , th e support of fx( x ) is bound ed. Let X1 , X 2,
•• ·, Xn be iid
sampl es fr om dis tr ibution

fx

(x ) , wh ere each X i = (X ii , X i2, .. . , Xid) T is a d-dim ension al

vec tor. L et

Dmax (n)

=

max
19~ d

max {IX it - Xjtl
l~i,j ~n

I

int erval (Xit , Xjt)

contain s no sampl e point}

th en Dmax(n) -----+0 in m easur e, as n -----+0.
Proof: Without

loss of generality , we prove th e lemma for th e cas e of d = 1. Let [a, b]

be the support of f x (.1:). Now for any

o > 0, choos e

k so that

b-;_a< o. Let

nk

= k2 .

We
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The Effect of Choosing different k values for K-NN method
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Figure 3.3. Big K value is favored for k-NN method , the case of nonzero Bayes
error
can partition

interval the [a, b] into k subinterva ls of the same size. Denote th e intervals

by Ii, I 2, ... , h , and their probability

Pi

= P(X

E Ii) - As each Pi

> 0, there ex ists a big

eno ugh N; such that wh en the samp le size n > Ni, P(at least one samp le falls
in interva l

Ii) > 1 -

> 1-

E.

Furth er , we can cho ose Nn so that P(at least one sample falls in each interv a l)

E.

This means probability

that the maximum length of an interval that docs not co ntain

one samp le point is greater than 1 - 6 is less than

E

for n > Nn. This proves the lemma.

The proof of the weak consistency of the NN classifier ca n be obtained

through

D
the

following steps . Denote the samp le space by S1and the metric in S1by d.
Proof:
1.

If the suppo rt of the distr ibution is not bounded, then find a n out er region Bl such
that S1- Bl is bounded and closed , a nd P(Bl)

2. Cho ose the boundary

½x

E.

E.

region B2 so that it sat isfies the follow ing condition:

i) B = {.1:lp(il.)1:= p(jlx) for some i
ii) P(B2) <

< ½x

I j}

C B2.
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iii) c5= d(0. - Bl - B2 , B)
3. Let A=

> 0.

0. - Bl - B2. Then P(A)

> 1.0 -

E.

As Drnax(n) approaches 0, we can fix

N such t h at Drnax(n) < c5if n > N, with probability

1.

4. Pick any point x 0 . There is at least one sample point in the hyp ercube (xo - c5,
xo + c5),
ot herwi se Drnax(n) will be greater than c5.
5. In this hype rcub e, x is away from t he int ersect ing b ou nd ary. This indi cates that
if at
one po int in the hyp erc ube , class io achieves t he largest p(i[x), t hen class io ach
ieves
the largest p(i[x) at any point in this hyp ercub e (otherwise

A will contain

some

boundary , and AU B =I=<I>
, which is a contrad iction !). Now let io = argmaxip(i[x)

CD(x).

Since for the NN method,

argmaxiq(i[x)

= Ca(x)

=

q(i[x) :::::-p(i[x) for n big eno ugh , t his proves

.

•
Remark

3.3.4

The weak consis tency of the NN method togeth er with iBoostin_q th eorem

3.2.3 proves th e strong consistency
consis ten t, th e following

of k-NN method.

In orde1· to make th e k-NN met hod

two condi tions ha ve to be satisfied :

n
1) k --* oo and 2) - --* oo.
k
This is exac tly what is n eeded f or iBoost algorit hm.

Th erefor e, iBoos t can be considered to

be an ex tension fr om k-NN method.

3.4

Voting

with Random

Methods

In this sect ion , we loo k at voting from a not her persp ective. Ass um e t hat a data st
ru cture
V

= (X , n, J)

is given, toget her with a collect ion of decision rul es, eac h having genera lizat ion

error of 0.5 - ,- Our question is: What factors will influ ence th e behav ior of the
voted rul e?
We look at a si mpl e examp le first.
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3.4.1

The Ideal Voting

Theorem

To mak e the dis cussion easier, the concept of VC-dim ens ion (Vapnik [1995]) 1s
int roduc ed .
Definition
Assume

3.4.1

(VG-dimension)

th e classification

rul es, the VG-dimension

qu estion is of two classes.
of R. is th e maximum

For a given collection R. of decision

numb er n so that for any n points in th e

f eatur e space with all possibl e class assignm ents, th ere is at least one rule r from
R. that can
separate th e class es .

VC-dimension

repres ents the minimum separability

of th e collection of decision rul es.

For exa mple , if R. is the set of all lines in the 2-dimensional pl ane, th en we can
a lways find
r E R. to separate any three points , but we ca nnot always separat e four points
. Therefore,

the VC-dimension

for lines in the plane is 3. Generally, the set of all hyp erplan es in d

dimensional space ha s VC-dimension d
Example

3.4.1

+ 1.

(Discrete XOR in 2- dim ensional space) Th e train ing dat a cons ists of f our

points located in four diff erent quadrant s.
Class 1: (1, 1) , (-1 , -1),
Class 2: (1,-1), (-1,1).

Although one line cannot separate

these four points , if we vote three line s, we can

separat e th em. Th e three lin es shown in Fi gur e 3.4 can carry out this task , as
eac h point
is misclassified at most once, and hence voting thr ee lines can correct ly classify
all points.
Thus voting increases the separating capability, or in other words voting increases
th e VCdim ension.
The theorem below explains why voting wea k classifiers may work in a more
general
situ ation.

Assume each rule misclassifics 100(0.5 - 1 )% of the feature space, with each

point having the same chance of being misclassified by one randomly selected
rule. Then
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Voting increases the VG-dimension

······• ............................._._.~·

✓ ··.

0

L3: down 1s class 0

-2

-1

0

2

X

Figure 3.4. Voting three lines can separate four points
the duality between the data space and the ru le space indicates that each point will have a
probability of 0.5 - 1 of being misclassified.
Theorem

3.4.2

(Ideal Voting Th eorem)

Given a Lean1.ing Syst em[, = {('D , p) , M , (R , v)}, if q(ilx)
and Er = 0.5 - 1 for every r E R, and

I/

= P,, (r(x) = 'i)

is constan t in x,

is uniform , then e(x) = 0.5 - 1 , i.e., voting all

these rul es will correctly classify every point.
Proof: Define 'DR = 'D x R, and hence the measure and the int egral on that. Furth er
defiue Z(r, :r:,y) = 0 if r(x) = y,

Z(r ,x, y) = 1 if r(x) -/-y, then Z is measurable.

Now:
E,. = /,
X,Y

I(Z(r , x, y) = l)PxdxP(ylx)

and

e(x) =
Since q(il.-r) is constant

f

Jny

in x, e(x)

f f P(r(x)-/lx ln

I(Z(r,x,y)

1
= I:J,;;;0 1 -

Y)PvPx(dx)

= l)PvP(ylx)

p(ilx)q(ilx)

.

is a lso coustant in .-r. Therefore:

j~e(x)Px

(dx)

e(.-r), for any x.
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A simil ar argument gives:

{

{ P(r(x)

jR jX
Th e Ton elli Th eorem guarantees
for any

i= Y)PvPx (dx) = Er.

th e exchang ea bility of the int egra ls, thorefore, e(x )

= Er

D

.1:.

Lemma 1 of Kleinb erg [1996] gives the same result.
introducing

Our version is much simpler by

a double int egral over th e space D x R to mak e it mathematically

pr ecise.

Diet terich [1998b] and Br eiman [1999a] di scuss wh en an ensembl e of rul es will be improv ed through voting.

An important

factor is th e diversity measur e (or low correlation)

a mon g the class ificat ion rul es . Wh en we ba g a class ifier , we perturb
and usu a lly there is strong correlation amo ng the rul es obtained.
that the ensembl e of rul es generated

the trainin g sa m pl e,

Dictt erich [1998b] showed

by boosting usu a lly has a bi g div ersity meas ur e. For

ra nd om met hod s that do not use optimization,

such as PERT a nd stoc hast ic discrimination,

the ensem ble of rul es is more div erse, as we ind ep end ently sampl e from th e rule space, with
the onl y const raint being that the rul e ha s to have error rate < 0.5 - ,. Notice the sac rifi ce
here is the ave rage st rengt h of the collec tion of rul es. We will use si mul ation to discuss the
ga in and the loss of using a differ ent para mete r ,.
The conditi ons for this theorem are quite restri ctiv e. For a lea rnin g system, we will
not expec t that each point will have th e same chanc e of b eing mi sclass ified by the rul es
in the rul e space. For those points with large margins , convergence will come faster.

In

ot her word s, if we vote many iid rul es (eac h with the same acc ur acy ), th en we may end up
wasting lots of votes on the eas ier points , whil e at points with low mar gins , the numb er o f
rul es might st ill not b e enou gh . It seems that Adaboo s t avoids this by focu sing on thes e
hard points , improvin g the co nvergenc e rate at th ese points , and thus achieving an overall
improv ement.
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3.4.2

Voting Random
Example

Hyperplanes,

an

Random hyperplanes can only deal with 2-class problems.

Given training data T

=

{(xi, Yi), (x2, Y2), ... , (xn, Yn)}, a random hyperplane with training error < 0.5 - , can
be found by choosing a random support point (usually from the training sample) and a
random direction. This generates two hyperplane classifiers. One hyperplane classifies one
side of the plane to be of class "O", the other side of class "l". The other does the opposite
classification. If one of them has training error less than 0.5 - ,, then we keep it. Otherwise
we do another round of sampling until we succeed.
We apply the random hyperplane method to our XOR data in Example 2.2.1. The
sample used here is of size 300 (The upper part of Figure 3.5). We use a 41 x 41 grid as test
points. Then Q(llx), the probability that PERT predicts x to be of class "l", is estimated
by voting 10000 random hyperplanes, each with training set accuracy at least 52%. The Q
surface is plotted in the lower part of Figure 3.5.
We also obtain the learning curve for hyperplane learning (Figure 3.6). For these training
data, the training error keeps decreasing until it reaches 23/300 and then it st ays there .
Overfitting will not happen because the voting process converges. From the graph, we can
see that voting random hyperplanes does not work well for these data. The Q surface for
the fourth quadrant

is not close to 0. This happens because the training data we have

are not symmetric, with fewer points in that quadrant.

The decision boundary is pushed

toward that quadrant.

3.4.3

A Comparison

of PERT and NN

In this subsection, we apply NN method and PERT (Chapter 1) to the same training
sample.

We compare the Q surfaces obtained, we also compare the decision boundaries

generated by the two methods.
For PERT, each of the individual trees fits the training data perfectly, so that Q will be
1 at each training point from class "l", and O at each training point from class "O". The
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Figure 3.5. The data and the Q surface for voting random hyperplanes
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Figure 3.6. The decision boundary and learning curve for voting random hyperplanes
fact that PERT is fitting the sample perfectly does not cause a problem. The simulations
in Cutler [1999] showed that PERT works well for a broad range of classification questions.
This is a major difference between classification and regression. Devroye et al. [1996] said
that "classification is easier than regression function estimation."

This example clearly

shows this point of view.
For this example, a good classifier should make incorrect predictions only on the boundary region. In this case, whether a classifier is efficient or not depends on how well it uses
data to obtain the boundary. Our experiment shows that PERT is doing better than NN. It
is more stable, while the NN boundary is suffering more random changes. Figure 3.7 gives
the estimated boundaries for the two methods.
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Fi gur e 3.7. Th e decision bound aries of PERT a nd NN method
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CHAPTER
PROPERTIES

OF PERFECT

4
RANDOM

TREES

In this chapte r , the properties of PERT are discussed in terms of th e voting framework.
A recur sive equation

for Q(ilx) is derived in section 4.1. Weak and strong consistency of

PERT are discussed in section 4.2. Simulation s a iming to exp lain why PERT is better than
the NN method are carr ied out in section 4.3, and section 4.4 is devoted to discussing two
variants of PERT , which are expected to work better than PERT.

4.1

A Recursive

Equation

for PERT

In this sect ion , the training data T are given.
probability

{Q(i , xlT) , i

=

We want to calcu late the posterior

0, 1, . .. , k - 1} over a bounded region which includ es a ll da ta

samp les. Whenever there is no confusion, Q(il .'.r) is used to denote Q(i , xlT).

4 .1.1

The Recursive

Equation

Notice wheu on e component

PERT tr ee is built as described in Section 1.4, each suc-

cessfu l sp lit involve s four random numbers :
1. Randomly pick two samp le indices i and j E {l, 2, ... , n} until Yi =J-Yj·
2. Randomly pick an attr ibut e index l E {1, 2, . .. ,d}.
3. Randomly pick >- E (0, 1), and sp lit at s = >-xii+ (1 - >-)xjl·
The spl ittin g stops when all samp les in each node come from one class; therefore, eac h
PERT tree corresponds

to a random sequence of maximum length n - 1:

(4.1)

Assume >- is a function that generates a random number in (0, 1). Then generation of
an ind ex i E {O, 1, . .. , n - l} is actually the result of generat ing a random numb er , e.g. ,
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i

= 1 + int(n

x >.). The same thing is true for other indi ces j, l , ands.

So a lt ernative ly, 0

can be repres ented as:

0 -_ {(\(" 1i) , "\ 2(i) , "\ 3(i) , >-4(i))

(4.2)
Notice that

for different

i's,

>-li),>.~i),>.~i),>.~i) may

different PERT trees are independent.
the component

. _

,i -

1, 2 , ... , n - 1}.
be dependent.

However, the 0's for

Denote by 8 the set of all possible 0, and pert(., 0)

PERT trees obtained

by using 0.

Consider the space of PERT trees (here we let T be fixed):
( 4.3)

R

= {pert(. , 0)10 E 8}.

We want to calcu late

(4.4)

Q(il x ) = Po(per t(x , 0)

We discuss this question
to calcu late Q(llx),
theoretica l PERT

= i) , for i = 0, 1, ...

for t he 2-class, 2-dimensional

as Q(0lx)

=

1 - Q(llx).

(votin g infinit ely many component

- 0.5)

problem.

In this case , it suffices

Not ice for the given training

dataset

T,

PERT trees) gives a Q surface over

the feat ur e space. If T is drawn from the data structure
0.5) * (p(llx)

, k - 1.

D , then at any point x, if (Q(llx) -

> 0, then app lying PERT on this Twill finally be consistent with the

Bayes rule at x.
For convenience,

we make some changes of notation

in this subsection.

{(xi , Yt ), (x2, Y2), ... , (xn, Yn)} be the training data, where '!Ji= 0 or 1, and Xi
is a 2-dimensional
want to estimate

=

= (si , ti)T

feature vector. Let I = (so,sn +d x (to,tn +1) be the region in which we

Q(llx).

same as defined in Chapter

(4.5)

Let T

So xo <Xi<

Xn+l and Yo < '!Ji< Yn+ 1,i

2, i.e.,

O(u)

Other not at ion is given as follows:

~

'.S0
{ u, 0 < u < 1
0,

'U

1, u 2 1.

=

1,2, ... ,n. 8 is th e
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l. x

=

(s , t), s is the x-coo rdin ate, t is they-coordinate.

= Q(ll.T, T),

2. Q(n)(s, tlT)

the pr obab ility that one PERT tree produced by T of size n

predicts point (s, t) as of class "l" .
3. Let S(l), s( 2), ... , S(n) be the reordered ascend in g sequence of s1, s2, ... , Sn, and let
t(l), t(2), . .. , t(n)

be the reordered

this, s(i) and

may no longer represe nt coo rdinat es of the same point.

4. Let It

t(i)

be th e l - th vertical

1, 2, ... , n - l.

=

l

(t(l) , t(l+i)),

I{f

Let

be the

ascending

sequence of t1 , t2, ... , tn.

=

in terva l from the left, i.e., It

l-

th horizontal

Not ice after

(s(l), S(l+ i )),

interval from below, i.e.,

l

I/f

1, 2, ... , n - l.

5. T/ is the left part ition, i.e., the subset of T whose Si ~ S(l), T/ · is the right partition ,
the comp lement of T/.
down partition

Analogously ,

Tf

0
and Ti_
are defined as t he up partition

and

formed by a horizonta l sp lit lin e in l-th horizontal interval.

6. p(It') is the prob a bility that the first vert ical sp lit falls in the interval It , with p(I/

1

)

it s hori zo ut a l co unterp art.
The followiug re cursive equation is derived for calculating
Theorem
Assume

4.1.1

Q(n)(s, tlTn)-

(R ecursive E quation fo r PERT , 2-class , 2-dimensional

th e classification

case)

probl em is a 2-c lass probl em and th e dim ensio n of the f eatur e

space ·is 2. Let Tn be a training set of size n. With th e notation given above, we hav e:

-1 L.p(It)o
n-l

s

(

2 l==l

+-1 nL l p(I/1)0
2

l==l

(l+l)

-

s )

Q(l)(s , tlTiL)

S(l+l) - S(l)

(

t

- t (l)

t(l + l ) - t(l)

+ -1 n-L l p(It)o

(

2 l ==l

)

Q(n-l)(s

, t1Tiu)

- s (l)

)

Q(n - l)(s , tlTiR)

S(l+ l ) - S(l)

+ -1 n-L l p(I/')o
2

s

l==l

(

. t (l+l) - t ) Q(l)(s, tlTio) ,
t(l + l) - t(l)
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with p(It)

and p(I/f)

(4.6)

calculated as follows:
S(l+l)

p(I/)

- S(l)

Sk -

t(l+l)

(4.7)

Sj

- t(l)

tk - t 1

with n 0 =numb er of "O"'s in the curren t node Tn, and
Figure 4.1 illustr ates the partitions

n1

=number of "1 "'sin Tn.

involv ed and exp lains how we calculate p(I/).

At the beginning of the split, we have the same chance of choosing to do a vertical split
or horizontal split, each with chance of } . Wh en a vertical split is selected for the next step ,
the probability

that the split line falls in eac h interval can be calculated usin g equat ions 4.6

and 4. 7. The recurs ive equat ion given above says the probability

Q(n)

(s, tlTn) is the sum of

QUl(s, tjTi) x P(Ti) , where T1 can be all possible partition at the current node, and P(Ti) is
the probability

that the point (s, t) stays in the partition P(Ti). This recursive equation is

possible because if two split lines fall in one int erva l, they will generate the same partitions,
regardless of their actua l locat ion s i11that interval.
Now for any point x
x, its probability

= (s, t) , when the sp lit line falls in an interval that doesn 't contai11

of being classified as "l " will on ly be related to the partition

on the same side of the split lin e as

.'.C is.

However, if the sp lit falls in the interval which

contains x, then Q(lj .1:) will be related to both partitions.
the (l + 1)-th vertical interval
S(l+
--~--

I) - S

, hence the 5

S(i + l) - S(l)

(

(s(l),

s(l+l)),

S(l+l) -~---"----

S )

S(l+ l ) - S(t)

which is

the chance that

For examp le, if x
x

=

(s, t) lies in

will go with the left partition is

term in the equation . Also accord ing to equation

4.5 , 5(x) is nonzero only if x > 0, so the equation can be simpler than it appears.
Figure 2.1 of Chapter 2 is the surface plot obta ined by calcu lating Q(llx) at an 81 x 81
grid of points.

The sample data are seven points with one from class "O", the other six

points from class "1" . Q(llx) is constant on the outmost corner. The blockwise bilinearity
(proved lat e in Proposition

4.1.2) is observed.

The recursive equation provides a way to calculate Q(llx) mathematically.
write programs to calculate it. When all examples in a subtree T/t., or T/,

We could

T,,U
, Tio are
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1/ih .1/ertitalinterval

_x/

(sff.tR)

/Q

s(O)

s(l-1)

s(I)

s(n+1)

The chance that a vertic a l sp lit falls in the l-th int erval is th e sum of su + l) -s(I) over a ll pa irs
sn - s
of (sn , tn) a m! (sL, t!,) from point s of different classes and from two sidesL of the int erva l,
a ll divided by no x n 1 , whi ch is given by form ula 4.6.
Figure 4.1. An expl a na ti on plot for the calc ulat ion of th e prob a bility th a t a verti ca l split
falls iu the I-t h ver t ica l int erva l
from the same class , then th e corr espondin g Q will b e O or 1 acco rdin g to the class la bel
of the examp les. Wh en the exa mpl es in a subtr ee belong to different cla.5ses, the recursive
equation ca n be used to redu ce th e training size n until n

= 2, for

which case , we can use

Formu la 2.4 o bt a ined in sec tion 2.1 , i.e.,

The comput at ion time would be of ord er (n - 1)! du e to t he comb ina torial numb er of
ways of choos ing a sp lit lin e at eac h step. Usua lly we do not need to calcu late Q(ll x ) .
In stea d we simpl y generate N component

random tr ees, and let th em vot e to get a final

decision rul e. However , th e rec ur sive equ at ion tells us that for 2-dim ensional feature space,

Q(llx, T) will be blo ckwise bilinear on each block formed by the coordinates of th e trainin g
data .
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4.1.2

PERT as a Multilinear
Method

Smoothing

Th e following proposition gives a property of PERT. It says that th e Q surface for PERT
is a blo ckwis e continuous fun ction , with th e block s form ed by coordinates of sample points.
On eac h of these blocks , Q is bilin ea r.

Proposition

Assume T
and

4. 1.2 (2-class, 2-dim ensio nal case )

= {(x1, yi),

t(l) , t( 2), . .. , t(n)

(x2, Y2), .. . , (xn, Yn)} is given, with Xi

= (si, ti) T and S(1), S(2), ... , S(n)

are order statistics of the Si's and the ti's . Let Iij

(t(j) , t u + i)) , with i = 0, 1, 2, ... , n , and j

=

0 , 1, 2, ... , n.

= (s(i), S(i+ i ))

x

Then the follo wing results are

trne:
1. Q(s , tlT) is continuous on the f eature space.

2. Q(s , tlT) = ast+ bs+ct+d

, on each block Iij, with a, b,c and d determined by Iij and

the training data T.

Proof: First of a ll, the proposition

is tru e for t he following two cases :

1. All samp les are from the same class.

2. There are only two samp les in the training data, from different classes.
For the genera l case, the rec ur sive equ ation says that Q(s, tjT) is the sum of terms
which arc products of factors of the following typ es: <l (
or constant facto rs like:

S()
i

- S()1

S(l) - S(m)

3

8

(1+ ! ) )
S(l + l) - S(l)

or i5 (

3

8

(1) )
S(l + l) - S(l)
-

a nd sim ilar terms in t. Since o(x) is continuou s, it is

imm ed iate that Q( s , tlT) is a lso continuous in s an d t .
Consider a ny point (s, t) in th e outer region such thats

2: S(n) ors~

S( J) ,

th en Q(s, tjT)

is consta nt in s . In other words , if two points (at, b) and (a 2, b) both sa tisfy a1 2: S(n) and
a2 2: S(n), with the same t-coordinates,

the y-coo rdinat e situation.

then Q(a1, blT)

= Q(a 2, blT) .

This is also tru e for
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For the more gene ra l case, at any point (s, t), notic e that in the recursive equation,
the factor 8 (

s(l+JJ - s
S(l+l)-S(l)

)

is non-constant

in s only if the interval (s(l), s(l+i)) contain s s.

Otherwise it is eith er O or 1 (definition of 8). Now whenever the summation

goes to an

interval l which contains s, the point (s, t) is in the outer region of both-the left and right
partitions

generated

partitions

as training data will be constant

by the split lin es fall in this interval.

The Q(ll(s, t) with these two

in s. This means Q(s, t!T) can h ave a linear

term in s at most once. The same argument for t comp let es the proof.
Remark

4.1.3

If the dimension

of the f eature space d

equation will consist of 2d t erms. Each variable contributes
will be ~ instead of½-

Therefore,

(i

> 2, then in Theorem 4.1.1, the
two terms.

The constant factor

Q(llx) will be blockwise multilinear,

coordinate when all other coordinates
situation , each Q(ilx)

D

are held constant.

= 0, 1, ... , k

i.e. , lin ear in each

For the more general multiclass

- 1) satisfi es a reC'ursive equation and is blockwis e

multilin ear .

Th is propo sition gives an interesting

perspective on what PERT is actua lly doing on

a training data set. We look at the "classification through regression methodology " given
below.
Assume again the problem is a 2-class problem with Y = {O,l} . Let x be the feature
vector, T be training data. Then one way to obtain a sens ible classifier is to use regression
to fit a wodel
(4.8)

y

=

f(llx)

+ E.

After obtaining suc h a regression model, the classification rule can be obtained by converting the continuous

Y

to discrete class lab els. The regression methods can be projection

pursuit regression (Friedman and Stuetzle [1981]), smoothing spline (Wahba [1990]), kernel
smoothers (Hardie [1991]), etc. Here is how this method is actua lly ca rri ed out:
1. Convert the class labe ls. Let one class be represented by y

= 0,

2. Fit a linear or nonlinear surface to the converted data to get

the other by y

f (llx),

using T.

=

1.
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3. Let C(xlT)

= I(](ll

x ) > 0.5) .

For the converted data T , y = 0 or y = 1. Now consider PERT as one such method
and Q(ll.T) as an estim a te of J(ll x). Then ](ll xi ) = Q(llxi) = 1 for all training points
from cla ss "l " (i.e., Yi
"0" (i.e., Yi
th e training

=

=

1), and

f (ll xi ) = Q(llxi) = 0 for

all training points from class

0) . Therefore, PERT is fitting a regress ion surface that passes through a ll

dat a. Furth ermor e, the proposition

above indicat es that PERT is fittin g a

continuous function that is blockwise multilin ea r , again in the sense that it is lin ea r in each
coo rdin ate.
The NN met hod gives a different smoot hin g surface.

It also fits the training sa mpl e

p er fectl y, but it only ta kes values in {0, l} , so it is discontinuous.

Schapire et a l. [1998]

showed that , when combin ed with c4.5 , Adaboost ca n usua lly red uce the training err or to 0
a fter five iterations.

In this way, it a lso fits the training samples perfectly. Therefore , th ey

are a ll oversen sitiv e met hods (Definition 1.4.1). In sect ion 4.3, we will discuss the behavior
of PERT using ch aracter ist ics of overse nsit ive met hods.

4.2

Consistency

4.2.1

Issues

Oversensitive

for PERT

Methods

An oversensi tiv e met hod classifies every sa mpl e point corr ect ly. It suffers extra error
when a sa mpl e point act ually comes from a cla ss whi ch is not the one th e Bayes rul e
predicts.

For exa mpl e, consid er the normal mixture J( x )

where N(-1,

=

0.5

* N(-1,

1) + 0. 5 * N(l, 1),

1) is class "0" an d N(l, 1) is class "l ". The Bayes rul e for this di st ributi on is:
Ca (x)

Now supp ose xo

=

={

0, '.fx
1, 1f X

<0
>0 .

- 0.1 is in th e sample, and it is from class "l " . An oversensitive

method class ifies it as of class "l ", different from what the Bayes rule would pr edi ct . Wh en
such an oversensitive rul e is applied to the theoretical distribution , it suffers a loss p(0lx)
at x, and th e Bayes rul e suffers a loss of p(ll x ) at x. Ther efore, decision rule r obtained
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by an oversensitive met hod will suffer an extra error of p(Olx) - p(llx)

rul e r is "continuous ", i.e. , Q(llx)

at x. If th e decision

is continuous in x (or in the mor e general case, when

r class ifies a point x to be of class "l ", then it will also classify all points in some small
neighborhood 6(x) to be of class "l " ), then r will also suffer extra error in the neighboring
region.

= {(x1,yi) , ... , (xn , Yn)},

Giv en th e training data T

all from class "l ", and (xo, Yo) from

class "O", for a given classification method M , we define th e neighborhood 6( xo) of xo:
(4.9) 6( xo) = {xlr(t,T,M)

=

Notice that a n oversensitive

Yo for any ton the line segment connecting xo and x}.
method M , 6( x 0 ) rep rese nt s th e region that is classi fied as

y 0 beca use of the ex iste nce of th e training point (xo, Yo). Th erefore , it is like the region
controll ed by x 0 . Im ag ine that (x o, yo) is an outlier , it is clea r th at th e smaller 6( x o) is,
th e better th e method M works. We then furth er define th e probability of 6( xo) to be the
influ c11ce a rea .
(4.10)

IA( xo) = Px(6(xo)).

Mor e di sc ussion s will be mad e on t he behavior of differe11t methods in ter ms of influ ence
area in sect ion 4. 3. Thi s a na lys is will shed some light on th e qu est ions of why PERT
gene r ally works well and why it somet imes fails. A com parison with the NN method and
boosted c4.5 will also be made with simulations.
For the 2-class question , taking ex p ectation s of two sides of Formula 2.24 gives th e
overa ll ext ra error for a given dec ision rul er compared to the Dayes rul e Ca:
(4.11)

E ex tra

= Er

- Ea=

r

J{r( x)i:Ca(x) }

Jp(Olx) - p(ll x )I Px(dx).

A classification method M is strongly consistent if for a lmost all sequences of training data

Tn, the misclassification error Er,. of {r( ., Tn, M) , n
(4.12)

Er ,, -

Ea -t

= 1, 2, ..

O,as n -too.

. ,} satisfies:
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4.2.2

Strong

Consistency

of PERT

The following example is designed to show that PERT is not strongly consistent.

T he

key idea here is the Bayes deviance (DB) introduced in Chapter 2. Bayes deviance represents
the probability of the set where the target decision ruler disagrees with the Bayes rule , i.e. ,

De=

Px(r(X)

-/- Ca(X)).

Example 4.2 .1 is constructed

so that p(l/x) - p(0/x) is constant

over the feature space. As a result of this , equation 4.11 becomes:

Er - Ea=

constant x Px(r(X)-/-

= constant

Ca(X))

x De.

For Examp le 4.2.1, it is shown De does not go to Oas the size of the training data goes to
oo. Therefore,
this example.

the extra error does not go to 0, and PERT is not strongly consistent for
Notice the same conclusion can still be drawn even if the data structure

is

not such an extreme on e.
Example

4.2.1

L et X follow a mixtur e of two bivariate uniform

distributions.

pon ents are U(0 , l) x U(0 , 1), but with diff erent p1·iors, no = 0.4 for class "0 ",

Both com 1r1

= 0.6 for

class "1 ".

Noti ce for this distribution , the Bay es rul e is Ca(x)

Ea

= 0.4 .

NN is 0.4

=

Also according to the Formula 3.6 in Proposition

+ 0.4

* 0.2

=

0.48. For non-oversensitive

1, for any x , with Baye s error
3.2.5 , the asymptotic

error for

methods such as KNN and CART , it is

easy to sec they are consistent because of their local voting behavior. That actually makes
their r(. , Tn, M) converge to the Bayes rule.
Now for PERT, each point of class "O" in the training sample introduces an extra error
of /p(l/:r) - p(0/x)/ = 0.2. Since Ca(x) = 1 for any point x, the total extra error for PERT
IS

(4.13)

E extra = 0.2 x Px(PERT(X)-/-

Since the distributions
area of the set {x/Q(l/x)

1) = 0.2

of both classes are uniform , DB

X

De.

= Px (P ERT(X)

< 0.5}. We use simulation to estimate this area.

-/- l) is the
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We carry out two simu lations here. The first one is to compare PERT to NN. We show
that when the Bayes error is sma ll, then PERT works much better than the NN method,
but as the Bayes error incr ease s, the two methods are more simi lar. This is done with a
fixed small sample size. In the second simulation,

we fix the Bayes error to be Ea

= 0.4 ,

we incr ease the training size, and watch out for the chang es in classification error.
For Simulation

1, we choose d ifferent priors for pio

the mixture of uniform distribution.

Ea

=

= 0.02, 0.05 , 0.1, 0.2 , 0.4.

Notice for

Pi 0 . Now for each prior, a training set of size

100. Both PERT and NN are applied to th e same train ing data , and Bayes deviance and
misclassification

error are obtained by applying the ru les to a tests et of size 10000. The

result is given in Tab le 4.1 . It shows that when Ee is small, Da
be significantly

sma ller than P(N N

= P(PERT f. Ca) can

f. Ca), thus a lower classification error is achieved.

However, when Ea becomes bigg er, this differenc e slowly disappears.
error of PERT goes towards the error of NN. The relationship
PERT is observed to b e Da

~

The class ificat ion

between Da and Ea for

O(E13) when Ee is sma ll. Thi s will be furth er studied in

sect ion 4.3.
The result of the secon d simulation is given in Table 4.2. For EIJ
of the training dataset incr eases , the generalization

= 0.4 , eve n

if the size

error do es not furth er de crease. Thi s

means the ana lysis for Simulation 1 is also valid for big sample size.
An intuitive int erpr eta tion is like this: when Ea
points around each class "0" point.

= 0.05 ,

there are about 19 class "1"

Fitting a function like J( x, y)

= xy

will squeeze the

area controlled by class "0" points. In this case, a cla ss "0" point is like a n outlier in the

Table 4.1. Simulation 1. A Comparison
Priors no
P(PERT f. Ca)
F(NN-:f.Ca)
?(PERT f. Y)
F(NN f. Y)

0.02
0.0058
0.0300
0.0249
0.0473

0.05
0.0081
0.0491
0.0559
0.0939

Betwe en PERT and NN
0.1
0.0179
0.0688
0.1132
0.1543

0.2
0.1025
0.1914
0.2636
0.3163

0.4
0.3978
0.4373
0.4840
0.4889
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Table 4.2. Simulation 2. Misclassification Error as Sample Size Increases

P(PERT-/- Ca)
Classification error

100
0.34222
0.46941

Sample size
900
2500
4900
0.32670 0.32504 0.31870
0.46361 0.46632 0.46433

8100
0.31972
0.46343

sea of class "l " points. The area (De) controlled by such a point is approximately
whil e for NN method , De = O(Ea).

O(E1) ,

Now when EB = 0.4 , there are about 1.5 class "l "

points around each class "0" point. This is not enough to push the blockwise bilinear curve
toward s to the class "0" points , and De is more likely to b e O(Ea).

Thu s PERT ca nnot

ac hieve goo d p erforman ce for this situation.
This non consist ency of PERT is basic a lly du e to its oversensitive nat ur e. It is pointed out
by Friedman [1997] that the da mage of oversensitivity

is mu ch less severe for class ifica tion

than for regress ion . However , oversensitive met hod s will not b e Bayes consiste nt. It is very
possible that boost ing met hods will not be Bayes consist ent for many distr ibuti ons, even
though boosting met hods do work very well compared to other method s. Another pertinent
question is whether PERT and bo ost ing methods will be Bayes consiste nt if the dist ributi on
und er considerat ion has zero Bayes error. T his is probably true, but it is not prov en yet.

4.2.3

The Weak Consistency
Conjecture

of PERT,

a

As point ed out in section 3.2 , th e wea k consistency addresses th e qu esti on of whether
the Bias set of a classifi cat ion method will diminish as the size of the training d a ta incr eases.
For the NN method , this is tru e (Theorem 3.2.7) . For any point x, NN uses th e nea res t
neighbor of x to pr ed ict the class of x. Now suppose that p(ielx)

>

maxi ,ti 8 p(ilx)

(here

= Ca(x) for convenience). Th en th e continuity of p(il :r) will guarantee that
argmax p(ielt) = ie, for any t E 6-r(.7:), for some neighborhood of x. In this case , as the
we let ie

size of the training data incr ea ses, there will be at least one point

XNN

in 6.r( x). Th e
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chance that

XNN

is of class i 8 is the largest among all classes. This is how we showed NN

is wea kly consistent

in Chapter 3.

It is natur a l that we would expect eac h oversensitive method to be wea kly consistent.
However , the example given below shows som e conditions are needed so that an oversensitive
met hod will b e wea kly consistent.

Th e example, which we call InverNN , is constructed

th e NN method.

so that at many points x, InverNN predicts x to be th e

It is constructed

via

opposit e class of what NN predicts .
Example

4.2.2

Inv erNN (two class only) , an ov ers ensitiv e m ethod that is not weakly con-

sist ent.
Suppos e we hav e training data T

= {(x1, Y1), (x2 , y 2), ...

defin ed on th e f eatur e space . L et Dmin
i

= argminjdist(.Tj,

(4.14)

=

, (xn, Yn)}. L et dist(. ,. ) be a m etric

min if.jdi s t( xi, Xj), let Ni be th e set of x such that

x ). W e defin e Inv erNN as follows:

I nver NN( .T)

=

< 0.1 * Dm in,

N N(x), if x E Ni and di s l(.T, x ;)
{ 1 - NN(. T), else.

For eac h set of given traiuin g dat a, Inv erNN differs from NN
space. NN is a wea kly consiste nt classifier.

011

over 90% of th e fea tur e

So wh en the sa mpl e size increases, NN will

corr ect ly classify more often. This indi cates that Inv er NN will ma ke the wron g pr edict ion
more often. Therefore , InverNN will have th e whol e feat ur e space as it s Bias set. A formal
pr oof ca n be obta ined by th e idea l votin g th eorem in section 3.4.
This exa mpl e shows some regul arity condition is needed for a n overs ensitiv e method to
be guarant eed to be wea kly consistent.
of the fitting surface.

This condition should be relat ed to the smoothness

Findin g a general condition for thi s qu estion is an int erestin g but

challenging qu est ion . It is b eyo nd the scope of thi s thesis.
Weak consistency
sistent.

Proposition

We conjecture
research.

is rea lly a very weak requirement . Th e NN method is wea kly con4.1.2 indicates that PERT can be considered as a smoothing of NN.

that PERT is also weakly consistent.

This will be further studied in later
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4.3

Resistance Study for PERT as an
Oversensitive
Classifier
The previous section shows that the reason why PERT works well is not in its strong

consistency, as PERT is actually not strong ly consistent.

In this section, we consider PERT,

NN method and boosted c4.5 as oversensitive methods. We show that one reason that PERT
works well is in the squeezing effect discussed below.

4.3.1

The Squeezing

Eff ect

This subsection considers how an outlier in an otherwise pure distribution
the construction

may influ ence

of a decision rul e and its misclassification error for an oversensitive method.

Consider the special case of 2-class prob lem with Y
space. The distribution

for training data of size n is:

(4.15)

f contaminated(x )

=

n - 1
-f (x)
n

=

{O, 1} and a 2-dimensional

1

+ n- l{ x

0

}

featur e

(x )

Different oversens itiv e methods (su ch as NN , PERT, aud boosted c4.5 ) arc compared
on their differ ent influence areas for th e outlier x 0 .

Example

4.3.1

at the origin x 0

Let n be th e size of training datas et. Class "O" consists of on e point located

= (0, 0).

All the ot her n - 1 points are from class "1 ", each is uniformly

distribut ed on (- 1, 1) x (-1 , 1).
If all data are from class "l ", then a sensibl e method will classify the who le feature

space to be of class "l ". Now with one point x 0 from class "O", an oversensitive method
will classify .x0 to be of class "O". It is clear that the smaller the influence area Px(.6.(xo))
of x 0 is, the more resista nt the classification method is to outl iers, and the more accurate
the resulting decision rule will be . For the exper iment below, we estimate the influ ence area
for point x 0 for NN and PERT. The relationships

between influ ence area and n are shown

in Figure 4.2 . This simulation shows that for one outlier, the influence areas of PERT and
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Figure 4.2. Influ ence of one outlier for NN and PERT
NN follow different relationships:
(4.16)

IA(NN)

(4.17)

IA(PERT)

T his mea ns that an outlier will have less influ ence for PERT than for the NN method. This
gives one reason why PERT works better than the NN method.
For a genera l distribution,

there is more than one point whose class is not the same as th e

Bayes rul e predicts it to be (these will be ca lled "bad" points) . An oversensitiv e method will
classify such points to be the obse rved class, a nd an extra error will be introduced

aro und

them. We need to know the total influ ence area of these "bad" points in order to know how
goo d a class ification met hod is. It turns out t his total influ ence area is the Bayes dev ia nce
defined in section 2.3, i.e., Ds

= Px(r(X)-::/- Cs(X)).

For Example 4.2.1 below, it is shown that for PERT , the relati onship Da
holds . Notice this distribution

= O(E~)

still

is very special , as p(llx) - p(Olx ) is const a nt in x. But it do es

show that for PERT , classes which hav e fewer training points will usu a lly get squeezed. For
the same examp le, th e NN method has D 8

= O(E B)

since eac h point contro ls an expected
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Figure 4.3. Bayes deviance versus Bayes error for PERT
area of

f,. We will

Example

4.3.2

find t he squeez ing effect of boosted c4.5 in section 5.1.

(Examp le 4. 2. 1 revisit ed) H ere we let the priors of th e two class es chang e.

W e let no go from 0.01 , 0.02, . . . , 0.39 , 0.40 , and watch out f or th e chang e in Da. Noti ce in
this case, th e Bay es error for this examp le is Ea
It is quit e clear that

4.3.2

.JJ5sis

proportional

= no. Th e results are giv en in Figur e 4.3 .

to EB , i.e ., DB is lin early proportional

to E~ .

Curse-of-Dimensionality

T he cur se-of-dim ens iona lit y is a property of high dimensional feat ur e spaces. Breiman
et al. [1984] gives the following exam ple to illu strate th e curse-of-d imens iona lit y. Given 100
points , construct ing a 10-cell histogram on the unit int erva l is a reasonabl e procedure.
20-dimensional

In

space, 100 points is like "oases in t he desert ," and a histog ram constructed

from 100 data p oint s in 20 dimensions will be very inaccurate.

Devroye et a l. [1996] also

provides some view on cur se-of-dimensionality.
The NN met hod is known to b e great ly influenced by the cur se-of-dim ension ality. Th e
result of th is is a hu ge var iation among the dec ision rul es. Suppos e a point x is fixed , which
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is close to the boundary , and p(0jx) = 0.4 , p(ljx)
contains x such that p(ljx)

>

p(0l x ) for any

= 0.6. Let I be the largest interval that

in J. Let PI be the probability

.1:

such that

one point will fall in this interval. Now if the nearest neighbor t of x is in I , then x is more
likely to be classified as the right class. The sample size we need so that- we expect to get
one point in this int erval is ...!...
PI

Now imagin e the data is d dim ensional , and different coordinates
identically distributed,

are indep endent and

then a sample size of (...!..)cl
will be required so th a t there will b e one
PI

point in the hypercub e. If we let the sample size be fixed, then the classification error will
degrade quickly as th e dimensions incr ease . Ji and Ma [1997] uses the overlapping normal
distribution

(Exampl e 4.3.3) to carry out such a simulation to show that NN and neural netr

works suffer from the curs e-of-dimension ality, while the boo sted hyperplan e (as introduced
in section 3.4, for deta ils see Ji a nd Ma [1997]) is free of th e curse-of-dimensionality.

In this subsection, the same example (such as the one given in Figure 4.4) gives a training
set of is used to invest igate how PERT work s in terms of the high dim ension a lity. Figure
4.5 shows that PERT suffers mu ch less severely from the cur se-o f-dim ensiona lity. Dut it
does work worse as the dim ension s keep increas ing. Experiments

are also carried out for

two vari a nts of PERT, PERT2 , a nd PERTQ (details in the nex t subsection).
to be free of th e curs e-o f-dim ension a lity even for d
Example

4.3.3

(Ov erlapping

They appear

= 25.

normal)

Thi s is 2-clas s, d-dim ens ion data.

Class "0" are drawn from N(0,I)

from N(0,41), where I is the d x d identity

matrix.

and class "1 " are drawn

The two class es ar e drawn with equal

priors.

Notice the Bayes error for this distribution
Ea(d)

with pchisq representing

=

1

2(1 -

is:

pchi s q(D~, d)

+ p chi s q(D~/4,

d)) ,

the cumu lative density of the Chi -square distribution.

The Bayes
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Figure 4.4. 2-dimensional training data from the overlapping normal
rul e is:

Ce(x) = { 0, if dist(x) < Dd
1, else
where dist(x) represents the Euclidean distance from x to the origin. Dp
radius of the decision boundary.

=j

~p1n2, is the

Figure 4.4 is an examp le of a training set of size 200, with

th e Bayes decision boundary drawn.
Following Ji and Ma [1997], we choose the training size to be 2000 and tests et size to be
4000. Then we increas e the dimensions from 2 to 25. For each method , the misclassification
error is estimated

by the average of 100 errors, each of which is obtained by applying the

method on one set of tra inin g and test data. The result is given in Figure 4.5.
PERT seems to be free of the curse -of-dimension a lity when the dimension dis less than
6. However , as the dimension d in creases further , PERT can not catc h the structure

well.

The difference between the Bayes error and PERT 's error increases as d increases. The two
variants PERT2 and PERTQ,
d

which will be introduced

in the next section, work well for

< 25. In the following subsection, we try to give an int erpretation of why PERT also

suffers from the curse -of-dim ension a lity , a ltho ugh it is less severe than for NN.
Notice for the simp le case wher e there is only one outlier from class "0" and the dimen sion is 2, the outlier is surrounded

by class "l" points.

This way, the squeezing effect of
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Figure 4.5. Different behavior as dim ensionality of feature space increases
PERT comes int o play, a nd eac h p oint will help to push the boundary toward s the outlier ,
thus th e influ ence area of t he outli er shrink s. In high dimensional cases, the geometry is
kind of fuzzy, beca use th e d ata arc generally very sparse . For exa mpl e, when d = 20, if we
want to have

Oll C

point in eac h qu adra nt , it requires a sample of size 220 , ab out 1,000,000.

Therefore , in a 20-d imensiona l space, a samp le of size 2000 is really spa rse. Neith er of the
classes enjoys a "loca l" maj ority, aud th e sq ueezing effect will not happ en . In oth er words,
for those p oints i11t he inn er region of the data , th eir influ ence region may st retc h out to
the bound ary, as it is not sq ueezed backwards. Thi s is like havin g only thr ee da ta points in
t he two dimensional case, so the influ ence of one po int will be very big.
To verify this intuition , we calculat e th e influen ce areas of thos e th a t are in th e inner
region and check to sec whet her these regions stretch outsid e the Bay es decision boundary.
We keep tr ac k of those points th at are misclassifi ed . We ca rry out the simu la tion for
Example 4.3.3 with d = 21, wh ere th e radiu s of the de cision boundary
we use trainin g size = 2000, testsize=4000.

is r = 38.82. Aga in

The average error for 10 runs is 6.89 %. Among

the misclassified point s, mor e than 5.90% are thos e that ar e outs ide th e Bay es boundary ,
and being m isclass ified as class "O" . Thi s suggests that our reasonin g is correct.

Our
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sim ulat ion shows that boosted c4.5 works well for this data , the error being around 4.6%.
It works well because the base classifier tree method is stronger, thus helpin g to re uce the
error rate outs ide the Bayes decision boundary.

4.4

Two Variants of PERT
Cutler [1999] reported

that PERT does not work well for Ringnorm.

The prev10us

exper im ents show that the reason is the curse-of -dim ensiona lity , or put it another way, its
inefficiency in using the information

in the data . It is very clear that for t he NN method,

the prediction at one point x uses very little inform ation and only loca l inform at ion .
PERT is doing better , but it is not enough.

We suggest a new variant of PERT that

will stop sp littin g th e node when the number of data po int s in the node is less than a given
number.

Again, these component

trees are then aggregated

to give a final decision rule.

Not ice that this procedure does not involve any of the optimization

steps usually used by

tree methods such as CART or c4.5.
Another factor that makes the ucw variant of PERT a ttra ct ive is that PERT might have
difficu lty in discriminating

betwee n the classe s if the classes arc very mixed up. Tli c probl c1t1

here is its oversensitive nature.

For the exam ple 4.2.1, if the training size n

=

10000 , one

PERT component tree may have close to 10000 nodes . This is caused by the nonstructural
nature of the problem.

This probl em can be solved if we stop ea rly , and let them vote to

get the right class.
We call the new variant of PERT PERT2.
under suitab le conditions.

We prove the strong consistency of PERT2

Then we use simu lations to check its performance.

We also

propose another variant PERTQ of PERT based on the squeezing interpretation.

4.4.1

PERT2, a Variant of PERT That
Stops Early

Given the training sample of size N, T
Xi

a d-dimensional

vector. Estimate

=

{(x 1 , yi) , (x2,Y2), ... , (xN,YN)} , with each

the pr iors for eac h class {no, n 1 ,

.. . , nk - l}.

C hoose a
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tuning p a ramet er A.
Initializ e the stack so it cont a in s on e no de compri sin g T its elf. Rep eat until th ere a re
no more nodes in the stack .
1. If th e stack is empty , st op . Oth erwi se t a ke a nod e from th e st ac k. 2. Count the numb ers n i of class i in th e curr ent nod e . Ifn i

< AN1ri for so me i , th e

nod e is a t erminal nod e. Vot e th e exa mples in thi s nod e to give a pr edi ction. Go to
step 1.
3. Randomly

pi ck two indi ces i a nd j E { 1, 2, . . . , n} until Yi -f Yj ·

4. Randomly

pi ck an a ttribut e ind ex l E {1, 2, ... , d}.

5. Ra ndomly pi ck a numb er s b etwee n

Xi t

a nd

Xj t·

6. Divid e th e pa rent no de into two child nod es ,
lefLn ode=a ll exa mpl es with

Xit

ri ghL nod e=a ll exa mpl es w ith

> s, put thi s node on th e st ack.

Xi t

< s, pnt thi s nod e on t he st ac k .

7. Go to st ep 1.
T he a bove pro cedur e is rep eate d N t imes a nd t he ra u<lo m t rees a re voted to g ive th e fina l
dec ision rul e.
Not e here th a t in eac h t ermin a l node , th ere a re sa mpl es from eac h class.

Wh eu t he

sa mpl e size b ecom es bi g, t hen th e sa mpl e prop orti ons for eac h class will t e ud to th eir
th eoretical count erp a rt s, a nd this will ma ke P E RT2 Bayes co nsistent.

Lemma
nA n

~

1

An, · · ·} be a se qu en ce that sa tisfi es: (1) An ~

0 an d (2)

oo, then for any po int x , Let D max be th e diam eter of th e term inal nod e conta ini ng

x , th en D m ax

Theorem

L et P1 , A21 •••

4.4.1

~

4.4.2

0 in probability .

(Strong consist en cy of PERT 2)

For any data stru ctur e V

= {X , 1r , J} ,

if th e resulting poster ior probabiliti es are all cont in -

uous , th en for any given sequ enc e of tuning param eter O
PERT 2 using this s equen ce Pn , n

=

< An < 1, if nA n

1, 2, . . . , } will be strongly consi stent .

~

oo, th en
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Proof: Let X be the random feature, and X be the feature space. Firstly , there exists
a bound ed closed set A such that P(X - A) <

fx(x)

Now for any point x E A , w ich has

1:.

> 0, assume dx = p(iolx) - maxi #io p(ilx) > 0. The cont inui ty of fi(x) and t herefo re,

p(ilx) guarantees
1. P(.6.(x))

that there is an open neighborhood

.6.(x) such that:

> 0.

2. for any t E .6.(x), dt

= p(iolt) -

maxitio p(ijt)

> ½dx.

Lemma 4.4.1 guarantees that the terminal node containing x will finally fall inside .6.(x).
Cond ition 2 th en guarantees

that voting this nodes will have p(iolx)

> max i,ciop(ilx).

Finally , the Heine-Bor el covering theorem guarantees that such a conver gence can be mad e
univ ersally.

Remark

D

4.4.3

Many other proofs of consistency try to prov e that p(ilx) converges to p(ilx).

For classification , it suffices to show that argmaxp(ilx) conv erges to argmaxp(ilx) . The latt er
case is uwally easier. Theor em 4.4.2 assum es the continui ty of densiti es for each class. It
helps with the proof and is an easy-lo-satis fy condition in real life.
4.4.2

PERTQ, Another Variant of PERT
That Uses Quadratic Terms

For the ideal case when there is only one outlier in th e training dat a, and the feature
space is 2-dimen sion a l, we emp iri ca lly showed in section 4.3 that for the NN met hod , the
1

influence a rea of one outlier is 0( - ), while for PERT the influ ence area is 0( 1 ). An
2
n
n
1
intuitive explanation is that the average distance in one coordinate is (-). PERT is fitting
n
curves of the form f (x , y) = axy +bx+ cy + d. Therefore , one outlier contro ls an area of
1
0( 2 ). Now if we can fit a smoothing curve that is quadratic in both x and y , th en we may
n
be ab le to furth er squeeze the influ ence area of one out lier. The PERTQ algorithm uses
this intuition.

Instead of manually fitting a bi-quadratic

function , we simply add squared

features to the origina l features , and then fit PERT on th is new set of features. This is like
fittin g a smooth ing polynomial surface that has higher degree.
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The idea of using extra features has been discuss ed by several other authors.

Vapnik

[1995] developed the Support Vector Machine (SVM) to use powers of the original features.
Amit and Geman [1997] used random linear combinations
build tr ees and vote them.
trees can be obtained

of the original features to help

Ho [1998] also suggested using extra features so more random

in her algorithm.

Our situation

provides a new motivation

of this

idea.

4.4.3

A Simulation Comparison
PERT2, and PERTQ

of PERT,

We apply PERT and its two revis ed versions of PERT to four synthetic data distributions
(twonorm, threenorm , ringnorm,

and waveform) , which are also used by Br eiman [1998a]

a nd Cutler [1999]. PERT do es not work very well for ringnorm.

Th e two revis ed versions

PERT2 and PERTQ perform very well, better th a n boost ed tree methods . However , the
performance of PERTQ on the easier task is inferior. Further invest igations on thi s behavior
should be ca rri ed out in th e futur e.
To make this dissertation

self-contained , th e definitions of the four data distributions

are given below (from Br eima n [1998a] a nd Breiman ct al. [1984]).
Twonorm:

This is 20-dimensional , 2-class data.

abi lity from a multivariat e Normal distribution

Each class is dr aw n with eq ual prob-

with unit covariance.

(a, a, ... , a) and class 2 has mea n (-a, -a, ... , - a) ; a=

Class one has mean

Jio·

Threenorm: This is 20-dimensional , 2-class dat a. Class one is drawn with eq ual prob ability from a unit multivariat e normal with mea n (a, a, ... , a) and from a unit multivariate
norma l with mean (- a, -a, ... , -a).
1nea n (a, -a, a, -a, ... , a, -a) ; a =
Ringnorm:

Class 2 is drawn from a unit multivariate

normal with

Jio.

This is 20-dimensional,

2-class data.

Class 1 is multiv a riate normal with

mea n zero and covariance matrix 4 times th e identity. Class 2 has unit covariance but with
mea n (a, a, ... , a); a,=
Wav eform:

k·

This is 21-dimensional , 3-class data . Each class is generated

by random
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Fi gur e 4.6. Thr ee fund a ment a l waveforms for th e waveform dat a
combinati ons of two of th e thr ee fund a ment a l waveform s h 1 (t), h2(t ) a nd h3(t) . All thr ee
waveform s arc defined on th e set {l , 2, 3, . .. , 21}. a nd image vect ors for thr ee ma ppin gs
are:
h1

=

(0, 1, 2, 3,4,5 , 6, s , 4, 3,2 , 1, 0, 0, o, o, o, o, o, o, o).

h2 = (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1, 0).
h3 = (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0).
F igur e 4.6 gives th e graph s of th e thr ee fundam ent al waveform s.
Now one single observa tion for waveform data is genera ted as follows: Genera te a unit
uniform d a ta U , and a 21-dim ensiona l unit multiv a ria te norm a l wit h mea n zero. Let (X , Y)
be th e fea tur e a nd class lab el, th en

If (U <½ ), it 's a class 0: Y

= 0, X = Uh 1 + (1 - U)h 2 + Et ,

if (U > ~), it 's a class 1: Y = 1, X = Uh 1
oth erwi se it is a class 2: Y = 2, X = Uh 2

+ (1 -

U)h 3 + E2 ,

+ (1 - U)h 3 + E3 .

Th e setup for th e simul a tion is exactly sam e as used by Cutler [1999]. Ea ch time a
tr a inin g set of size 300 is used , and the dec ision rul es are tes ted on a n ind epend entl y drawn
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testset of size 3000. One hundred repetitions are carried out for each data distribution

and

eac h version of PERT . The averages of the testset errors are reported.
For PERT and its two variants,

we vote 101 component

random trees to give final

decision rul es . PERT2 involv es a paramet er >...We actually adopt a simpler version where
we stop splitting trees when the number of examples in one node is less than 11. We give the
simulation results in Table 4.3. The results for bagged and boosted CART (from Breiman
[1998a]) are also included for comparison purposes.

For PERT and its two variants, the

numbers in parenthesis are the standard deviation of the error est imation.
Table 4.3. Comparison of Two Variants of PERT and Oth er Methods
Met hods
Twonorm
Threenorm
Rin gnorm
Waveform

PERT
3.6(0.3)
17.6(1.1)
13.2(3.6)
17.9(1.1)

PERT2
3.6(0 .6)
17.4(1.8)
9.3(3.0)
18.4(1. 7)

PERTQ
5.2(0. 7)
24.8(2.3)
7.4(1.8)
18.6(1.3)

Bagged CART
7.4
20.4
11.0
19.9

Boosted CART
4.8
18.8
6.9
17.8

For rin gnorm data , both of the variants give sign ificant improv eme nt. PERT do es not
work well for ringnorm data. This may be because the boundary of ringnorm is comp licated.
PERTQ fits quadratic surfa ces. It works best for rin gnor m . PERT2 works by voting loca l
nodes. This also works well for rin gnorm. For twonorm, thr eenorm, and waveform , PERT2
works as well as PERT. Notice for our simulation here , th e parameter
performance

k

= 11. Bett er

should be po ss ibl e if we search for th e bes t k values using cross-validation.

PERTQ docs not work as well as PERT for these three dat a distributions.

The mechanic

that PERTQ do es not work well seems to be mor e complicated than we have ex pected.
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CHAPTER
ROBUSTNESS

5

AND EFFICIENCY

SIMULATIONS

This chapter contains two sections. The first section is devoted to discussing the robustness of PERT. It is compared with bagged and boosted CART. The squeezing effect (section
4.3) is also discuss ed for boosted CART. In the second section, we design simulations

to

compare the efficiency of different methods.

5.1

Robustness
Methods
The robustness

Studies

properties

for Boosted

of boosting methods are topics of much recent research.

It

has been widely accepted that ensemb le methods such as bagging and boosting genera lly
improve the performance

of a base classifier. It is a lso pointed out that boosting usually

works better than bagging , especially for big datasets

(Breiman [1998a]). However, there

are cases when boosting a base classifier can work worse than the base classifier it self. It is
suspected (Quinlan [1996]) that there are outliers in those datasets.

Since boosting methods

will finally classify everything in training data correctly, they will suffer extra error around
those outliers.

This causes boosting methods to make more errors while predicting testset

samp les. In contrast,

bagging methods do not "overfit" training data, they will not suffer

from this kind of extra error, and they rarely work worse than one sing le classifier.

In

this sense, bagging methods are more robust than boosting methods. This is confirmed by
Dietterich

[1998b], Breiman [1999a], and Bauer and Kohavi [1999]. It is empir ically shown

by these aut hors that when there are outliers or heavy output noise in the training data,
the performance

of boosting methods will deteriorate

such as bagging or randomized

great ly, while iid ensemb le methods

tree ense mbl es drop only a littl e in performance.

In this section, we first consider the boosting behavior in terms of the "sq ueezing effect."
We com par e the effect of outliers for boosting methods with that of the NN classifier. Then
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we use simulation to study the robustness of PERT. The behavior of PERT is then compared
to bagged and boosted CART on several synthetic distributions

5.1.1

The Relationship
Boosted CART

of DB and EB for

Recall that we know that boosting
correctly (theoretically

as well as three real dat asets .

methods

will finally classify all training samples

and empirically shown by Schapire et al. [1998]); therefore , boosted

c4.5 is an oversensitive method. It will suffer the extra errors represented

by Formula 4.11.

Notice the squeezing effect can be us ed to describe the influence of outliers or those "bad"
training samples whose class es are not consistent with what Bay es rule predicts them to be.
As for PERT case, we mod el the relationship
(5.1)

of DB and Ee boosting methods by

De= O(Es) ,

and we need to est imate r.
We use the same distribution

(Example 4.2 .1) to carry out the simulation.

Examp le 4.2.1 is a mixture of two multivariate

Recall that

uniform distributions , with varying priors.

As carr ied out for PERT , the prior 1rofor class "0" (which is also the Bayes error for this data
distribution)

are chosen to change from 0.01 , 0.02 , ... , 0.39 , 0.40 . For eac h of these priors,

a samp le of size 2000 is drawn, and boosted CART is app lied to it. Bayes deviance DB
is esti mat ed by an independ en t tests et from the same distribution.

This is don e 20 tim es .

The ave ra ge of the Bayes dev iance , together with those of the NN and PERT, is plotted
agai nst the Bayes error. Figure 5.1 and 5.2 are figur es for 2-dimensional and 8-dimensional
feature spaces.
Both graphs indicate that power eq uation 5.1 is a reasonable fit. We fit a nonlin ea r
function DB = kE

8 to

estimate r values. For dimension=2,

CART is 1.54, less than the estimate
carried out for dim ension=8 case.
rpert

= 9.3 , and

rBoo ste dCART

the estimates of r for boost ed

of r = 1.99 for PERT. A similar simulation is a lso

Again, the estimated

= 3.0. This simulation

valu e for PERT is high er, with

indicates that if some outliers a re
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Figure 5.2. The relationship betw een Bayes deviance Ds and Bayes error Es for NN,
PERT , and boosted CART dimension =8
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randomly put into an otherwise pure distribution , then their influence for PERT will be
smaller than that for the boosted CART, and they will have great est influ ence for t he
nearest neighbor classifier due to the linear relationship

between DB and EB· Therefore, in

this idea l situ ation, PERT is more resistant than boosted CART. The next sect ion shows
that this is a lso true for general data distributions.

5.1.2

Robustness

or Resistance

to Outliers

Outliers are very common in statistical

datasets.

So it is important

that a classification

method should not change much if some parts of the data, either in the feature space or the
cla5s lab els, are changed. In classification, a common concern is mislabeling of the tr a ining
examp les. It is not that the class labe ls are more apt to errors, but that errors in class labels
usually generate more severe probl ems in prediction accuracy. Also when the Bayes error is
nonzero , the feature space of two classes may be overlapping.

As a result of this , one point

in a feature space can be from one class or another, with the probability p(ilx) of being from
class "i" . Th is is so-called output noise . Wh en a classification method is applied to such
training data, the effect of the "bad " points works just like outliers , as tho se class labe ls
are not the same as the Bayes rul e predicts them to be. We will to study the robustness of
PERT, boosted and bagged CART for these kinds of situations.
In order to have a bett er understanding
distributions

of what we observed, we use synthetic

data

as well as some of the rea l datasets . All three data distribution , all of which

are 2-class problems , a re described below:
1. High-Dim XOR: This is extended

version of th e continuous XOR data . All Coordi-

nates are Unif(-1 ,1), and independent

from each other.

C lass is "O" if the first two

coord inates haves different signs, and "O" otherwise.
2. Diagonal:

Features are uniform in the hyp erc ub e (0, 1)d. Class is "O" if the sum of

the coordinates
3. Sph erical:

is less than

f

Otherwise, class is "l".

Features are multivariate

normal with mean O and identity

covariance
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matrix.

The class boundary

is a sphere. The radius of the sphere is cho sen so that

the two classes hav e the same priors.

Class "O" are those points insid e the :·, l1C'
rc .

Class "l " are those outside the sphere.

(this distribution

is a special case of t he

example used by Friedman et al. [1998]).

In addition to the synthetic data distributions,
simulation.

three real data sets are also used in this

They are: breast cancer, diabetes, and the ionosphere . All of the three data are

2-class problems, with feature spaces of 8, 9, and 33 dimensions, respectively . The diabetes
and the breast cancer are cleaned up data used in Ripley [1996], and their samp le sizes
are 683 and 532. The ion osphere data has size 351. One variable is deleted becaus e it is
constant for all observations.
Experimental

setup: accord ing to Breiman [1999a], the outlier proportion

is set to be

5%, i.e. , we randomly switch 5% of the class labe ls. The training size is fixed to b e 2000 ,
and test sets of 4000 are used. For the three synt hetic data distributions , t he dimensions
arc fixed to be 10. For twonorm, thrcenorm , and ringnorm , t he training set size is scL to
be 300. For PERT, we vote 101 component

random trees.

For arcing and bagging, Llic

it eration numb ers arc fixed to be 51. For rea l datasets , there is no test set. We random ly
leave out 10% of the datas et as a testset , and PERT , bagged CART, and boosted CART
are applied to the remaining 90%.
Spec ification for CART: We use the Gini impurit y (section 1.2) to sp lit th e trees. For
boosting , we build CART with Gini impuri ty of 0.10. A very sma ll impurity

may make

boosting exit the loop (Adaboost algorithm , sect ion 1.3) and stops early. This may affect the
performanc e of boosting.

On the other hand , bagging needs a more flexible base classifier.

So we choose impurity to be 0.02. By choosing impurity different, we may obtain the best
possible performan ce for each method.
For each data set , we run both the case with 5% output noi se and the case of no output
noise. The testset error reported are the average of 100 runs for each case.
Table 5.1 shows that both PERT a nd boosted CART deteriorate

when outliers are
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present.

But the performance of bagging shows no significant change. We calculate the

percentage of increas e in error rate for all three methods. The results are in Table 5.2. With
5% outliers, the performance of boosted CART drops about 37% (High Dim XOR excl ud ed ).
While for PERT, it is about 14%. For bagging, no significant change in performance is
observed, except for the High-dim XOR data. But high-dim XOR is the kind of data for
which CART can easily separate the classes, and with 5% of outliers, CART can no longer
separate very well. The error incr eases a littl e. But the percentage will be big. PERT does
not has such a big increase in error.

But it does not work as well as boosted CART or

bagged CART.
Table 5.1. Error Rates With and Without 5% Outliers.
Dataset
Twonorm
Threenorm
Ringnorm
Sphere
Diagonal
High-dim XOR
Breast cancer
Diabetes
Ionospher e

0%
3.6
17.6
13.2
21.7
8.4
10.7
2.7
24.0
8.8

PERT
Boosted CART
Bagged CART
5% out liers 0%
5% outliers 0%
5% outliers
4.6
4.4
7.7
6.3
7.7
20.3 18.5
20.1 20.4
21.1
6.7
15.0
9.7 11.1
11.1
9.8
23.0
14.8 12.8
12.9
7.6
9.3
11.6 16.4
16.0
12.8
0.2
0.4
1.5
0.6
3.4
3.0
5.1
3.4
3.3
24.6 24.6
26.1 22.8
22.8
6.3
9.6
8.1
8.3
8.7

Table 5.2. Percentage of Error Incr ease When 5% Outliers Are Added
Dataset
Twonorm
Thre enorm
Ringnorm
Sphere
Diagonal
High-dim XOR
Breast cancer
Diabetes
Ionosphere

PERT
22.2
15.3
13.6
6.0
10.7
19.6
26.0
6.1
9.1

boosted CART
37.0
8.6
44.8
51.0
52.6
650.0
70.0
6.1
28.6

bagged CART
0.0
3.4
0.0
0.7
-2.4
50.0
-2.9
0.0
4.8
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This simulation shows that boost ed CART is th e b est choice wh en there are no outliers.
PERT can work very well for many cases, but it may not work well for some synthetic data
distribution

such as Ringnorm , High-dim XOR , and Diagonal.

Bag ging is th e b est choice

if there are outli ers in the training da ta. However, PERT can be very fast (Cutl er [1999]),
and many rea l dat a a re simple. It may b e th e best method to use wh en tim e efficiency is
considered.

5.2

Efficiency Studies for PERT
and Other Methods
This sect ion is devote d to th e efficiency st udi es for PERT an d boost ed CART. Both are

compared to th e NN class ifier , wh ose geo metric prop ert ies lend its elf for a quit e straightforward understanding.

After a new crit erion to meas ur e efficiency is defined , seve ra l sim-

ulations arc ca rri ed out to est imat e the efficiency facto rs.

5.2.1

Efficiency

Criterion

The genera lization error is a common ly used measure to determine

how well a classifi-

cat ion method works. As pointed out in sectio n 3.2 , for the case of nonzero Bayes error,
the gene ra lizat ion erro r will not go to O as the train ing size n goes to oo. This makes t he
discussion of convergence rate imp oss ible . In t his sect ion we use Bayes deviance to compa re
different methods. We a lso define a relative efficiency measure based on the NN method.
The NN method is a very comm on method.

For any p oint x, the prediction of the NN

classifier is on ly related to its nearest neighbor in the training data. It is a highly loca lized
model fitting method.

When the training data are uniforml y distributed , eac h single point

contro ls an ex pected probability

volume of¾, rega rdl ess of the class labe l of t he point. We

define the relat ive efficien cy of a class ificati on met hod as the rat io of the Bayes devia nce of
the NN class ifier to that of th e method und er considerat ion .
Friedman [1997] models the miscl ass ificat ion err or by:
(5.2)

eM ((d, n)

= c(d) x

I

n-

,·(d)
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wh ere r(d) is called "t he convergenc e factor. " It dep ends only on th e classifi ca tion method
a nd the dim ension d of th e probl em und er considerat ion . Notice th at the right -hand side
1
of equation 5.2 can be rewritten as c(d) rr,;;· This mea ns a small valu e of r impli es faster
{;n

con vergence .
Sinc e this definition will not be app lica ble for nonzero Bay es error, we us e the Bayes
deviance instea d , i.e.,
dB(d , n)

(5.3)

= c(d)

Notice est imating dB is not a straightforward

I

X

n -r(d)_

probl em. In thi s dis sert at ion , we only us e it to

compare different met hods on data distributions

for whi ch th e Bay es rul e ca n be calcu lated.

In thi s case dB can be est imate d by it s sample version

wh ere

Xi

are the test samp les, and N is the total numb er of test samp les.

The relative efficiency given below has a more intuitiv e int erp retat ion . It indi cates how
good the class ificat ion met hod is comp ared to the NN method.
Definition

5.2.1

(Re lat ive effici enc y of m eth od M)

(5.4)

5.2.2

Eff(M , n, d) R

Simulations

=

DB(NN , n)
DB(M ,n ) .

and Results

The goa l for this simul at ion is to find out how the conve rgence factor r change s with
respect to the dimensions of the probl em. We choose to run simul at ion on the dia gona l
data defined in pr ev iou s sect ion. We compare PERT, a nd boosted CART. Th e setup for
th e simul at ion is as follows.
The dim ension dis chose n to be 2, 4, 8, and 16. For eac h dim ension , trainin g sets of size

n

=

100,2 00, 400, 800, 1600 , 3200, 6400, and 12800 are used . Tes tset errors are obtain ed by

using an ind epend entl y drawn tests et of size of 4000. This is ca rried out 20 t imes for eac h
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dimension and trainin g size. For each of d, the log-transformed
the log-transformed

sample size. Now denoting
1
est imat ed convergence factor is - m(d).
First of all , the log-transformed
plotted for two dimensions d
validates the appropriateness

=

Bayes devianc e is fitt ed to

the slope of the lin ear fit by rn(d), then

Bayes devianc e versus log-transformed

4 and d

=

sample size are

8 (Figure 5.3). This near-linear

relationship

of the use of equation 5.3 to model the Bayes deviance. Notice

this is also consistent with what is observed by Fri edman [1997] for the k-NN method.
Table 5.3 gives the conve rgence factor lists the convergence factor obtained by the above
procedure.

It is very clear that for low dimension, th ere is not much differ ence between th e

three met hods. However , when the dimension is greater than 4, the convergenc e factor of the
NN method increase faster than other two methods . This indi cates a slower convergence.
Surprisingly,

the convergence factors of PERT and boosted CART are very close.

This

indi cates that PERT and CART are eq ua lly efficient in terms of an incr ease in sample size.
However , the constant term c(d) in formula 5.2 might be different .
Tables 5.4 and 5.5 give the relative efficiency of PERT a nd boosted CA RT against
the NN method for differ ent dimensions

and samp le sizes.

For the 2-dimensional

case,

PERT works a lmo st identically as NN. Boosted CART does not work since it consiste ntly
ex its from the boosting loop (Ad aboost algorithm

in section 1.3). Th e ea rly exit makes

boosting not work well. For high er dim ens ions , boosted CART does not have this problem.
And it works cons ist ent ly better th an NN. PERT a lso works better NN, but it does not
work as well as boost ed CART. Its relative efficiency is smaller than those of boo sted

Table 5.3. Convergence Rat e for Different Methods

Methods
NN
PERT
boosted CART

2
2.1
1.9
2.0

Dim ension d
16
4
8
3.7 6.4 11. 7
3.3 4.3
4.9
4.9
3.3 4.4
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Figure 5.3 . The log-transformed Bayes deviance versus log-sample size, for NN, PERT, and
boosted CART dimension = 4 an d 8
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Table 5.4. Relative Efficiency for PERT

d
2
4
8
16

100
0.94
1.12
1.33
1.29

200
0.95
1.15
1.49
1.50

400
0.97
1.20
1.63
1.67

Sample size
800 1600
1.02 1.02
1.23 1.26
1.74 1.83
1.82 2.00

3200
0.99
1.30
1.91
2.12

6400
1.03
1.28
1.96
2.20

12800
1.08
1.32
2.02
2.31

Tabl e 5.5. Relativ e Efficiency for Boost ed CART

d
2
4
8
16

100
0.64
1.30
1.77
1.69

200
0.63
1.35
2.02
2.04

400
0.64
1.41
2.13
2.32

Sample size
800 1600
0.63 0.63
1.46 1.53
2.28 2.43
2.58 2.73

3200
0.61
1.52
2.48
2.94

6400
0.69
1.53
2.53
3.04

12800
*
1.56
2.59
3.13

Note: Th e * indi ca tes a mi ssing value. My boostin g code fails for th is case.
CART at corr espo ndin g d imension a nd sa mpl e size. The differe nce see ms to increase as t he
dimens ionality increases.
T he simul ations presented in t his section attempt
classification

methods.

If a classification

to q uantify t he convergence rate for

method is Bayes consiste nt , then the Bayes de-

viance tends to 0 as the sa mpl e size increases to oo . Therefore,

we can estimate such a

convergence factor for any consi stent method. Even though a classifier is not strong consistent, Bayes dev ia nce will st ill mak e sense as it is an increas in g fun ct ion of the genera lizat ion
error.

Further app licat ion of this efficiency idea should b e poss ible, but it is beyond th e

scope of this di sse rtati on .
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CHAPT ER 6
CONCLUSIONS

AND FUTURE

STUDY

We propos ed a new fr amework for und erstandin g th e votin g/ aggregating
proved several theor ems in this fram ework.

method.

We

Th ese theor ems help clarify the confusion

about concepts in classification, such as th e bias and varianc e. We developed th e idea of an
unbi ased classifier and weak consistency.

Robustn ess a nd efficiency were d efined in terms

of Bayes deviance in this fra mework , and studied by simulation.

We also investigat ed the

behavior of PERT a nd other kinds of "oversens itiv e" methods.
We list the work that is not finish ed at this time and also includ e possibilities for futur e
st ud y b elow:
1. Furth er simul at ion st udi es for efficiency st udi es. Apply to mor e classification methods ,

such as neur a l nets, log ist ic regress ion classifier , etc.
2. Develop bett er theoretical

result s for influen ce area.

Is that as great as influence

fun ctio n for rob ust ness st ud y?
3. Strong consist ency of PERT for the case of O Bayes erro r .
4. An inversti gat ion on wh en the iBoost algorithm

(p artiti on th e data and combin e the

rul es) will d o bette r than th e usua l one-shot methods (use the data once and whol e).
5. Find some applications

where iBoost can rea lly work better.
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